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immx>wr%QM
to ecological ©tudy^relating to sociology
involves the spatial# selective and distributive
functions and relations of human being© in a given
geographical and cultural area*

These functions and

relation© characterise the forms© and type© of social
interaction*

The sociological concept of the terms

^ecology® has been borrowed from the students of
botany and ©oology*

Ecology has been defined as

nthat phase of biology that considers plants and
animals as they exist in nature, and studies their
interdependence# and the relation of each kind and
individual to its e n v i r o n m e n t . T h i s definition
is not sufficiently comprehensive to include all the
elements that logically fall within the range of
human ecology*

McHensie * in Park and Burgess1 book#

The City* defines human ecology ass

_®a study of the

spatial and temporal2 relation© of human being© as
affected by selective# distributive# and accommo
dative force© of the environment.

Human ecology is

1*

Encyclopedia Britannloa# p. 915*

2.

Ecological formations tend to develop in cyclic
fashion* A period of time within which a given
ecological formation develop© and culminates is
the time period for that particular formation*
The length of these time periods may be ulti
mately measured and predicted# hence the Inclusion
of the temporal element In the definition.

2

fundamentally Interested in the effect of position^
in tooth time -and space, upon human institutions and
human behavior* **4
From the above mentioned definition and other
interpretations toy various sociologists, we assume
that the human ecologist is concerned with the
problem of man.*e spatial arrangements and their
bearing on his social life*
Communities. vary In pattern as well as in location
and also*

as we know, any local area is of limited

slsej therefore there is competition for favorable
positions in the community*

This competition occurs

among individuals and groups of different social and
economic position, race, nationality, and so forth*
Due to limited areas and large populations, comps-*
titlon In the present modern day city is particularly
intense*

The result Is the subdivision of the com-*

nsunlty into various numbers of natural areas*_
Such an area is the Second Ward In the northern
part of Omaha*

The Second Ward has a history of its

own and is in a common locality with traditions and

3.

The word ^position11 is used to describe the place
relation of a given community to other communities,
also the location of the individual or Institution
within the community Itself*

4*

Robert Park and Ernest Burgess, The City* pp. 63*
64*
—~

(

aentiment©*

It could possibly be called the ^melting

pot® of Omaha because of the m o t number of various
nationality* racial* and religious groups*
For the best ecological study possible^ nearly
all of the sociological techniques practiced in social
research should be used.

In this study* observation

and personal interviews played a, large part In the
gathering, of the data*

interviews were obtained with

community leaders as well as residents and businessmen
located in the Second Sard of Omaha*
Sociological methods used to a great extent in
the formulation of this study Included the historical*
case* statistical* and ecological.

The historical

method was indispensable In studying the expansion
and■organisation of the ward as well as the cultural*
nationality* and racial development in the area.

The

case method included the use of personal documents and
records, while the statistical method Included the all
Important aid of census data which assisted the in
vestigator in the formulation of much of the information*
The schedule used in Interviews was found to be
the most advantageous- tool employed in this study*

It

helped in objectifying the data and made comparisons
and tabulations less difficult*
Source© used to complete this study Included books*
newspapers, .official documents, and publications by the

4

United states Government*.

Professional and business

persons as wall as old residenta of the district also
aided the investigator in the accumulation of the
data presented#
With the assistance of the above mentioned methods*
techniques* sources and toola# the objective of this
study has h m n an attempt to gather and analyse data
concerning the history* population* economic status*
housing conditions* education* religion* recreation*
and dellncpency of the Second Ward*
It should he stated here that statistics con/

taiued in this research for such chapters as popu
lation* housing* and economic status were obtained
from the 1910* 1990* 1930 and 1940 felted States
■Census Bureau reports# .The data contained In these
respective reports for the City of Omaha were broken
/

down Into ward statistics.
/

/

The data given by the
f
c

felted States Census Bureau
for the City of Omaha In
I
1950* however* were accumulated by census tract®
The Second Ward has within its boundaries tract

5*

Census tracts or divisions as they are sometimes
referred to are relatively small in sise, and
only include minute segments of the city. They
are ’
'carefully planned and possess marked, demo
graphic* economic* and social homogeneity.
Census tracts follow clearly identifiable
boundaries such as streets* rivers* lakes* and
railroads*

numbera//hlne, ten, eleven* twelve, and thirteen.
■V
Lach of these tracts follow the exact ward boundary
/
withythe exception of tract twelve* Tract twelve
extends into the ward directly south of Uard Two for
two square blocks and includes the remaining part of
the public housing project which is not technically
in Ward Two*

It is therefore necessary to add 391

persona to the actual 1930 ward population*

^

It was

felt this addition would not effect the concluding
material too greatly since It will cover the re
maining part of the housing project and a certain
degree of likeness with the population of Lard Two
as to character!atics can be found in this
supplementary group*
To make the proceeding material easier to com**
proherd and save further explanation, all 1950 census
material which will be referred to as Uard Two totals
will include all apartment unite in the LoganFontenelle Project or an additional total of 391
persons*
It is hoped that adequate factual information
has been accumulated$ analysed and presented to
increase the knowledge and understanding of the
total life of the Individual in the Second Hard

6

and ills relationship to others In the area*
We have attempted to present the physical and
functional aspects of this ward as a representative
of a segment of urhsn society#

CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL SKETCH OP THE SECOND WARD
The first actual reference to the area which i©
now politically deaignated as the Second Ward was a
map d r a m by Edward L* Sayre, which shows the boundries
of land elates in and around Omaha in 1854 and 1855*
The land was surveyed by A* D. Jones, one of the first
surveyors in the Nebraska Territory***
At that tine the land now known as the Second V>ard
was owned, as nearly as can be determined.,^ fey &* H*
Almy, tamtam Clancy, Thomas Jefferis, Hepner and
Starring, H. McHeeley, Hadley D* Johnson, C. B* Smith,
and Thomas Allen.3
’» On February 2, 1887, the legislature of the Ter*
ritory of Nebraska passed an act incorporating the
City of Omaha.

Omaha was organised and became es*

tabllshed on March 5, 1857*

By its charter, the city
i

was under the control of a mayor and a common council*
This council consisted of nine aldermen; however in
1858, on Hovember 4, an amendatory act was passed, and
the common council was reduced from nine to six members.

1*

Alfred Sorenson, The. Story of Omaha, p. 128.

3,

There is no scale Included in this map and therefore
accurate ownership of the claina at the present time
is rather difficult.

3*

Sorenson, op. clt., p. 128.

a
The city m s divided Into three wards and each ward was
entitled to a representation of two member © in the council*^
The area which included the present second ward was known
as the third ward and included all the part of the city
north of Capitol Avenue
On February 9, 1869, Omaha became *& city of the
first class11 by legislative enactment? and on May 15,
1809, the city was divided into six wards by ordinance#
The present second ward was then known as the fifth and
sixth wards*

The fifth ward in 1869 was limited to that

part of the city north of Davenport Street and east of
Sixteenth Street while the sixth c/ard included all that
part of the city north of Davenport Street and west of
Sixteenth Street#^
In 188*7, Omaha, by an act’
'of the legislature, was
made a **eity of the metropolitan class*.** The limits
wore enlarged, and the city was divided into nine wards*
At that time, the present day second ward was part of
the fifth, sixth and eighth wards*
At the'present time Omaha has twelve wards*

The

second ward, which this study deals with, commences

4#

A* T. Andresa, Editor, History of the State of
Hebraaka, p* 706*

S*

Covenson, op* oft*, p* 255*

6*

Omaha City Directory, 1869.

0

at the 1otra-Hsbraska boundary and runs west along
Charles Street to thirtieth Street., thence north on
thirtieth Street to Bristol Street, thence east on
Bristol Street to Two nt y~fourfch Street, from there
the boundary line runs south on Twenty-fourth Street
to Lothrop street, thence'east to the Xova^^ebraska
boundary, then.the line follows the Xaw&~8s bx*ask&
boundary in a southeast direction to the place of its
beginning on Charles Street.
During the period of years prior to 1878 the area
ofthe city now recognised as the second
at a alow but steady pace.

ward developed

By 1878 the only streets in

the area that ran east and west were Charle o, Seward,
Franklin, Clark, Decatur, Parker, Blonde, Brace, Grand
(now changed to Grant), and lake,

at the present time

there are twenty-eight streets and avenues running east
and west in the second ward.

Kap X shows the above

mentioned streets which were in the Second Ward in 1878.
Business firsss in 1878 In this same area numbered
only six*

Probably the largest of these was the

Columbian Brewery, owned by Hra* J* Baumann and located
at Sixteenth and Grace Streets.

Inhere were two con

tractors and builders; Bailey and Olson at Twentieth
and Clark Streets and Samuel Gaffe r&y, who was located
at Twenty-first and Grace Streets.

Potter and Elockman

at Twenty-second and Grace Streets were brick manu
facturers.

The one ice dealer located at Sixteenth and

10
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Orace Streets was

N# Vindquest.

One grocery store,

which was operated by A* J. ,.:i13 e r and was located at
Iren© (later changed to Twenty-eighth) and B1endo i treats
completed the list of bueinesee*.

This Is a far cry from

the forty grocery stores, ten drug stores, twenty-one
taverns, sixteen restaurants, plus the numerous other
business establishments which arc, no** present in the
Second Uard.

Map 2 shows the location of the various

businesses In hard Two In 1878*
By 1881 the city had erected one public school in
the northern part of Omaha.

It was situated at Twenti

eth and Lake Streets near Mr. Lake’s new addition and
appropriately named Lake’s Addition School.
Rhodes was the principal of this new school,

Henry P.

at the

present tine there are three public schools and three
parochial schools plus several trade and private schools
situated in the Second */,ard.
The Omaha Horse Kailway had also expanded to meet
the Increasing population In the northern section of
Omaha.

In 1881 a new route was established by the

railway eo< .pany which ran north on Eighteenth Street
to Elm Street**?

at that time Elm Street was situated

sixteen blocks north of lodge .treet.

7.

The str- et cars

A. f. Andreas, ditor, Itistory of the State of
Nebraska, p. 747.
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m a oa a schedule at a o w a minute Intervals, If'
cooperation could be secured with the horses*
The first church that t o o built in the present
Second bard was the Seward Street Method1st Church*
The year was 1886 and the location was 2124 Seward
Street*

Eeverend C* 0* S&vldge was the pastor of

this church*

At the present time, after sixty-six

years of church expansion In the Second Ward, there
is a total of thirty-three congregations*
Probably the largest catastrophe or disorganising
factor la the history of Omaha, but In particular the
history of the Second tord, was the unexpected tornado
of Easter Sunday on Sareb 25, 1015.

It struck the

city In the early part of the day leaving physical
devastation and social chaos In its wake*

It resulted

In destruction of a major portion of the Second Ward,
and a loss of many lives.

Wakeiy statess

The greatest damage was done la the neighbor-*
hood of Twenty-fourth and Lake Streets. A motion
picture theater there was filled with people and
the rumor spread that all had been killed* Am
fast as the news was carried to other parts of
the city, people rushed to the scene of the
diaster and were relieved to learn that the patrons
of the show had all escaped, though fifty or sixty
persons were killed in that section of the city*9
Again quoting from bakely:
Uajor C* P. Eartmann, Commandant at Fort
Omaha, did not wait for orders, but. as soon as

8*

Arthur tVakely, Omaha:
Nebraska* p. 44WT

The gate City and Oouglas County

he heard of the catastrophe ordered two hundred
regular soldiers to the a t o m stricken district.
The presence of those disciplined men about
Twenty-fourth and late Streets prevented a panic
and enabled the rescue work to proceed in a
systematic manner* The troops were soon followed
ay one hundred policemen {the entire city force},
one hundred and fifty firemen and sixty physicians*^
James Dahitnan, the mayor of Omaha at that time,
established six relief stations In the more severely
damaged sections of Omaha.

Three of these stations

were located in the Second Hard*

One was set up at

2508 North Twenty-fourth Street, on© was located at
1914 North Twenty-fourth Street and another was

y

situated at 2T26 Franklin Street*
As in the case of any major crisis brought 'on by
aan act of God° the population of the stricken area,
and for that matter the entire City of Omaha* was
stunned* but the emergency.demanded and received
immediate attention by the city and state governments,
the Bed Cross and numerous other organisations re
sulting In a strengthening of social and institutional
controls until normal conditions returned*
The growth of the area which is now politically
designated as the Second Ward of Omaha has been traced
in this' chapter from its simple beginnings in 1854 up
to the time of the calamitous tornado of 1913.

0*

Ibid*, p* 440*.

The

IS

development of the area# in a historical sense# baa
been rapid; the unfolding process goes on*

fhe future

of the Second ward is#, of course, unexplainable# but
the data which will be brought forth in succeeding
chapters may make It possible for the understanding and
generalising as to community phenomena* population
change# racial shifts, and social milieu*

‘
fhe historical

data has been drawn from a variety of source .a and erltl~
©ally examined In the anticipation of presenting facta
which have played a definite role in the process of
the development of the Second Ward of Omaha#^

CHAPTER II
p0ra,Afi0ff
f

x

Vfhe population of the ^Second

ward)in the City of

Omaha has slowly been on the increase since 1030*

In

1980 the population of the Second Ward was nearly as
much, according to the Halted Statea Census Reports*
as it was In 1950*

There was a drop In population

from 1980 to 1930 of nearly 4*000*
accounted for la several ways*

This could be

The most widely

accepted Idea which is held by many sociologists is
that there was an actual net loss of urban population
during the depression years from 1989 to 1938*
claims thati

Hunts

^Population increases in the farm com*

munities during the depression resulted from actual
migration from the cities to the country*
The following table shows the population of the
Second ftard; the figures have been taken from the
United States Census Reports for the respective years*
Table 1
Comparative FopuTaTlon Table for
the Second Ward and Omaha, Nebraska
Year
'

1*

SsISF
1980
1930
1940
1050

Total city
Population
184,010
191,601
814,006
883,844
851*11?

Total ward
Population
1 9 ,0 3 8
16,Y 63
1?,?18
18.888

Ward Percentags of City
Population
8 . 455?

9.94%
7.835?
7.91)?
7.981?

Earl Hunts* Urban Socloiogy* p* 40*

c

17

Graph 1 may give a clearer picture of population
of the Second Ward in the last forty years*
j
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Population of the Second ward from 1910 to 1950

18

la 1010 the total population of Ward W o woe
11,784

op

of Omaha,

9*46 peroant of tha 184,096 parsons la the City
By 1920 the population of 'the reeoad ®ard had

inoreesed to 19,038.

the Second Ward aooounted for 6.94

percent of the city population*

this was an increase of

0,314 individuals einoe the previous census In 1910*

She

1980 census showed e drastic decrease of population In
the ward of 2,87s Individual# since the 1920 census,

In

thie aaae yearn Qasha .had Increased in population to a
total of 814,003.

By 1940 the Caeond &ard had gained in

population by 949 people.

At fchle ties there wire 17,718

people in the ward or 7.91 percent of the £28,844 people
living In the city*

In 1990 the Onited Ffcatee Census

Bureau released the total figure of 19,888 individuals
t

U v l a s to fcfe# M o m t f S M

to CUte*

ear#*## ut &»V?Q

Hsl# **• mu to**

mlmu 1040*

Of to# mto&m

eifcy population of 881*11?* too i#a§fii

for ?*98 porcont of to# total*
ftolm 11 t o o m to# 6tototouitoii of m l # « mnU fto#!#*
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Graph 2* Sex Distribution of
the econd .»ard from 1910 to 1950
A further breakdown on the above data shows that
in 1910 there &ere C,02b males and 5,696 fenales in
the Second Ward or percentage wise, 51*42 percent of
the total population was male while 48*58 percent of
the ward population was female.

In 1920 there were

20
9,575 males ana 9,463 females In the ward; an, increase
of 3,547 males and 3,767 females*

On a .percentage basis,

50*29 percent of the ward population In 1920 was male,
and 40**71 percent was female*

The United States Census

for 1930 gives the figures of 8,440 females and 8,323
males living in the area, a decrease of 1,252 males
and 1,023 females*

Comparing these 1930 population

figures fey percentages, we find that 50*35' percent of
the total ward population was female while 49*65 per
cent was male*

By 1940 there were 8,636 males and

8,076 females in the Second Ward*

The ben year span

tram: 1930 to 1940. showed an increase of 315 men and
836 women In the ward*

Percentage wise, 51*24 percent

of the ward population was female; 48*76 percent was
male*

The year of 1950 showed the Second Ward with a

population of 9,621 males and 10,261 females*

This la

an increase of 985 men and 1,185 women over the 1940
United States Census for the Second Ward in Omaha*
By 1950, the women of Ward Two outnumbered the men by
3.22 percent; 51*61 percent of the total population
was female while 48*39 percent was male*

Table IX and

Graph B show the mala and female population of the
Second Ward in Omaha from 1910 to 1950*

The figures

were taken from the Population Reports of the United
States Census Bureau for the respective years*
close study of the census material brings out

I
. I
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the fact |*hjit fjegro©a did not begin to move into Ward
Two in Qiifh^ i|* any sizeable amount until around 1920*
Sullengop upxd lieras account for the increased Negro
po|ml^t|oa /.in (Omaha from 1910 to 1920 toy writing that;
/ U ! /■ '
irith the opening of these industrial eppor*
/
i\ Minifies many negroes came to Omaha to improve
^Cr
/ jfejheii* economic conditions. The economic motive
/
lias the chief reason for the mass movement to
/
dm&b4 as it was to other industrial cities in
.}
the hortfcu m e ravages of the boll weevils in
the/ summer of 1915 and 1918 greatly diminished
/!"
th# #rops over most of the densely populated
-sections of the black belt and served as another
J ■
;incentive for the migration^
,
j
further accounts for this toy stating:
! / '’ M
”Th© moveojient of the colored race has been of recent
origin and relatively rapid*

Tru© it is that Negro

eoaBcimlti^cVhavc always existed in our principal
i
■"
pities*, jtout it la only since the World war Cl) that
i'f“

I.

I

*•“

f
&tole Ip;J. shows the number of Negroes in the
'

^

\

/Second Wardtfrpm 1910 to I960 according to the United
A
/i
States Population Census Reports*
i

fable III
Population in the Second Ward
of Omaha from 1910 to 1980
*
jpercehtage o?
/ \
Hegro Population Total Ward
i I
Population
■ i ,
110
.§£?
j
21.953?
4*179
5*975
35.64J?
/(
1
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41.035?
,
10,192
51.265?
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Graph 3 shows the Kegro population in the ward

from

%OQO

i^«to
Graph 3*

ftegro Population in Ward i?wo
from 1910 to 1950

Both Table III and Graph 3 clearly illustrate
the increasing number of Kegroes that have been
constantly moving Into the Second Ward* \^In 1910 there
were only 110 negroes In the ward out of a total popu
lation of U f?24; in other words, only *94 percent of
the total ward population was negro*

At that time,

according to old time residents, the Wegroes were
centered between Twenty-first and Twenty-fourth Streets
on Charles.

By 1920 the Regro population had increased

to 4,199 while the total population of Ward Two had
Increased to 19,038; in other words, 21.95 percent of
the total ward population was Regro*

In this same

year, 1920, the negro population established itself
in the neighborhood of Twenty-Second and Seward Streets
from Twentieth to Twenty-third Streets and from Charles
to Decatur Streets.

In 1930 the Regro population

totaled 5,975 In comparison to a total of 16,763 people
In the Second Ward; a percentage comparison shows that
the Regro had Increased to 35*64 percent*

The negro

had moved as far west as Twenty-ninth Street from
Charles to Ohio Street.

By 1940, according to the

Baited States Census Bureau, there were 7,267 negroes
In the Second ?*ard.

This figure, compared with the

total population of 17,712 in the ward, shows that about

82444

*

forty-one percent were Negroes.

the area in which

they were moat prevalent was from Twenty-second, west to
Thirtieth Streets, and

from Charles, north to MiamiStreet*

The 1950 United States

Census report lists the ward as

haring 10,192 Negroes out of a total population of 19,882*
This shows that over half of the population of the
second ward was uegro*

They have moved as far east as

Eighteenth street| as far west as Thirieth Street! aa
far north as Miami Street and several blocks south of
the Second Ward boundary line which is Charles Street*
It was found that there were about ninty-four Negroes
per block in this area in I960*

Map 3 shows the

approximate present locality of the Negro population
in Ward Two of 'Omaha*
As the Negro population increased in the last
forty years, they enveloped many neighborhoods which
were formally white*

This invasion of white neighbor**

hoods by the'Negro- has caused, and still is causing,
many complex problems among home owners and renters in
the ward.

When one speaks with these owners and renters/

on streets bounding the Negro district, or certain areas
where a new Negro family has moved into the block, one

^

can easily interpret the feeling of frustration and re**1
^
distance on the part of the whites*

They sense that

*j.

land value is dropping and there seems to be a rapid

P \

abandonment of the area by the original inhabitants r\
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intensity of resentment varies, but nevertheless*
It is there*

^7

As an example* a large and dilapidated

apartment house on Eighteenth Street was until recently
occupied solely by twelve white families* * Conditions
were extremely crowded, plumbing and lighting faeilities were poor* several tenants moved out leaving
apartments that were difficult to rent*

Finally, ”to

put the place on a paying basis” according to the land**
lord* one of the apartments was rented to a Negro family#
Within less than one month every white tenant had moved*
and now the building is occupied exclusively by Negroes*j
Whls situation has raised a problem for the home owner
south of this apartment#

He now has his place for sale

and ”don*t care who buys the place, Just so I can get
out#”

It seems resistance weakens quickly when the

problem becomes an actuality*

If this owner does, by

chance* sell to a colored family* it will place the
other residents in the area in the same situation.

It

seems that most of the people threatened with this
similar situation have accepted the fact that they will
move in time*
iB far back as 1910* there have been several pre
dominate foreign colonies in the Second Ward of Omaha#
According to over a dosen old time residents of Omaha
and the Second Ward, around the years of 1910 to 1920
there was a lewlsh colony in the southern part of the

ward*

It was located around Eighteenth and Clark Street# 3

and was spread out la about a four to six block area*
It was stated by these old time residents, several of
which were Jewish, that the colony was chiefly composed
of Jews from Gormany and Austria*

there were also a

few Russian families living in the district.

Swedish,

f3&aish, and Norwegian families were located in the
northern part of the ward, hut'were not as secluded or
Clannish ms the Jewish families, and had not colonised
in any one district*

The rest of the foreign-born

whites were scattered throughout the ward and could not
he remembered as living in any distinct neighborhood or
area.
Table I?
Number of Porelgn-boro In Omaha and
the Second Ward from 1910 to 1950
tear ■

Omaha

£sis>
1900 .

07,068
35,581
oa
i
SCSjp:f#jflQ
80,311
17,304

Second Ward

Percentage of
Total Foreignborn In Ward Two

1030
1940
1950

is.Sif ■

3,341 ■
3,151
2,080
1,000

■

8.91$ 7.23$
4.4S$
4.31$

746

The above figures, taken from the United states
Census Reports for the respective years, show- that In
1910 out of a total of 07,068 foreign-hem individuals
living in Omahaj 3,541 or 12*34 percent were settled
within the boundaries of the Second Ward*

By 1900 the

foreign-born persons in Omaha totaled 35,381; 3,151 or
8,01 percent lived in the Second Ward.

In 1030 the

f
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total figure of foreign-born Individuals living in
Omaha dropped to £8,788#

Two thousand, and eighty

foreign-born individuals or 7*23 percent of total
forelga-bora. population In Omaha in. 1830 lived in
Hard Two*

%

1840 the fore ign -b o m population in

Omaha had declined to 22t311$ of this figure, 1*000'
or 4,48 percent of the total number lived in the ward*
in 1950, the number of foreign-born persons living in
Omaha bad reached a. new low figure of 17,304*

The

number of foreign-horn living in the Second Hard had
also declined to a new low figure of 745 personal
4*31 percent of the total population waa living within
the boundaries of the Second Hard of Omaha in 1950*
m i s steady decline of forelgo^borm. population
in Omaha may possibly have been due to more re

strictive immigration laws and European and'World War
conflicts between the years 1935 and 1945*
The table on the following page pertains to the
material released by the United States Census Bureau
in 1910 on the number and country of birth of the

foreign-born whites and may help in giving a clearer
picture of the various nationality groups which were
living in the Second Hard of Omaha in 1910*

As can

be seen by Table V, the two largest groups of foreign-

born were the 0ernans and the Austrlans^^
#
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Table ¥
The Humber and Country of
Birth of the Foreign-Bom
Whites in the Second Ward
of Omaha in 1910
Percentage
of Total

Country

Ifumber

Austria
Canada
Denmark

25 *89 •
1.83
8.80

865
61
294

Sugland
Germany
0*8686

2.48
33.91
.30

m
1,133
10

Hungary
Ireland
Italy

3.68
4.67
2.13

123
156
¥1

Horway
Russia
Scotland

1.32
4.40
.54

44
147
IS

Sweden
Other foreign countries

9.13
.93

305
31

/

In 1910 there were 1,133 Oersnana in the Second
Ward of Omaha*

The second largest group of foreign-

horn whites In the ward were Austriana, with a total
of 865 persons*

Swedish Immigrants claimed a total

population of 305; while neat in line came those from
Denmark with 294 people*

There wor® 156 Irish, 147

Russians, 123 Italians and 03 English who lived in
the Second. Ward In 1910*

Some- of the countries that

were not aa greatly represented in population as those
>/
mentioned above included the Italians with 71, the
Canadians with 61, and the Horweigns with a total of
44*

The Soots claimed only 10 Individuals living In

the Second fard in 1910, while the Greeks were re
presented by only 10 people.

Other foreign countries

combined for a total population of 31 individuals in
the ward*
By 1920 there was a total of 3,161 foreign-born
whit#© In the Second fiard of Omaha*

The Jewish colony

mentioned previously was still, located around the same

]/

district although there were a few who had started to
settle along Twenty-fourth Street as far north a a Grant
Street*

Host of these newcomers were of Buss Ian birth*

In tliis same year, 1920, there was a small, but re
cognizable, colony of Italians settling on Seventeenth

/

Street from Grace Street south, past the Second Sard
boundary line*

The Scandinavians were still located in

the northern part of the.Secand Sard while the Irish
were, for the most part, settled between Sixteenth street
and nineteenth Street from Grace Street to Burdette Street*
It was thought by one old resident that several Mexican
families lived just east of sixteenth street on Grace
Street*

Most of the other nationality groups were not

remembered by those Interviewed, which could lead to
the ■assumption that these nationality groups lost their
Identity with their home countries more easily and
assimilated or blended into the complex pattern of the
nmerloan urban society with less adjustment than the

V
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other nationality groups that were more distinctly
colonised.
The following table gives a complete breakdown
of the various foreign-born whites that were living
in the Second Ward of Omaha in 1900*

The data were

taken from the United States Census Bureau Population
Report for 1900*
Table VI
The Humber and Country of
Birth of the Foreign-Born
Whites In the Second Ward
of Omaha in 1900
Country

Percentage
of Total

Austria
Belgium
Canada

1.60
.03
3.63

'
■ 51
1
115

Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England

.89
7.33
4.5V

28
231
144

Germany
Greece
Hungary

8.98
.03
• 1.1V

Humber

283
1
37 f

Ireland
Italy
Jugoslavia

4*10
6.41
*44

130
202
14

Mexico
Morway
Poland

.60
.92
3*50

19
00
111

Rumania
Russia
Scotland

*86
40.70
2.06

07
1.083
65

Sweden
Switzerland
All ether countries

10.00
*44
1.46

318
14
46

1 '1

The largest nationality grotsp in the Second* Ward
in 1920 w m the Russians with a total population of
1*283*

Those of Swedish descent were the second largest

foreign-horn group In the Second Ward in 1920 by home ting
of a total population of SIS ladiwldu&le*

The Sermon

population of the ward totaled 283* while the Banish
population mounted to 231*

There were 202 Italian® and

144 English in the ward in 129 1 132 Irish* U S Cahadlane* and 111 Polea*

Those .of Scotlah despent

numbered 66, the Austrian® totaled. 61* the Hungarian®
numbered 37, while Horway was represented by 29 countryman*

There were ‘
2 8 Oaeoha of foreign birth in the Second

Ward in 1020, while the Rumanian® totaled 27*

The Keirit*

can population amounted to 19$ the lugo-Sl&vi&ne
totaled 14 people*

After the United State* Census Bureau

organised, reoheoked and released the 1020 population
etatlotloe for the Second Ward in Omaha, it was dieoevered that both Belgium and Oreece could elate an
equal representation in the ward by boasting of a grand
total of one each*

All other countries not mentioned

added up to a total of 46*

Probably the two most sig

nificant faote brought out by the 1920 oo&aua were the
large gain In population of the -Rueslane and. the distinct
1oaa of population of the Germane*

The 1920 census for '

the Second Ward accounted for’only 14? Hus at ana while
the 1920 census for the same ward accounted for 1,283
foraign-boru Russians*

In 1910 the largest nationality

group in V*&rd Two was the Germans with a total pop***

latlon of !,I33| by 1920 the same foreign-bora group
had all but become extinct with only one German in the
ward*
The United States Census Reports for the years
1030 and 1940 have omitted the breakdown of the
nationalities of the foreign-born by wards for Omaha*
The aggregate foreign-horn population for Hard Two in
1930 was listed as 2*080 while the foreign-born popu
lation of 1940 totaled 1*410 individuals*.
According to the old time residents of the ward,
during the years of 1930 and 1040 the ■Jewish colony,
located In the Second 'Ward was situated between
Twentieth and Twenty-fourth Streets from Charles to
Grant Streets*

The Italian•group was atill dominant \

around the vicinity of Severtfcoanth Street frost Grace

Street south pact the ward boundary which Is Charles
Street*

J

Sul longer and Hill state in The Immigrant In

Omaha that four distinct areas of dense foreign popu
lation can be distinguished In Omaha*

One of these

areas is wa section almost Identical with the colored
section of Omaha* lying north of the main business

\/

m
section of the city and bounded on the oast by the
mlXro&d tracks and the eastern .limits of the city*
flie .foreign-horn in this neighborhood are predomi
nately Jewish* with the Italian .group second In j
numbers.
The United States Gena us Bureau lists the Second
ihrd ma having, a total foreign-horn population, of M S
In 1950*

Both the Jewish and the Italian colonies

have* for the moat part* lost their identities.

Al

though there are still a few Jewish people around
Twenty-fourth Street* most of them are store owners
and are still operating: In their original location®!
hut the Negro has invaded the area and most of the
customers of these Jewish stores are negro.

There

also seems to be less solidarity in the Italian
district*

Various non-Italian families have moved

into the area and part of the district ha© been
changed from a residential to an Industrial sons*
At the present time there is m marked dis
appearance of both the Jewish and Italian foreign,
settlements in the Second Ward*

The si to of the

colonies and the streets remain* but the housing is
the poorest and cheapest in the ward*

4*

T* B a r i B u l l s o g e r a n d M X i l a n
i n O m a h a * p* 8*

These former

Bill* The
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Immigrant colonies a m no longer dominated by the one
ethnic group*

The second generation of the foreign*

h o m immigrant a hare broken away fro® the
are miring, to other neighborhoods with a
attaining a standard, of lining'©ore comparable to the
American*

Consequently both of these foreign dlatriota

are not as distlngui sh&ble in the area mm they were
twenty to thirty years ago*
fable VII
lumber and Country of Birth of
_
Bora la the Second Ward of Omaha in 1950

Scotland

Other M
Asia

All other and not reported

.81
• '8.18

— ™ - lr6
16^

.81
4*97
7 .11

8/
37 ^
531

.67
‘ 18.58
* 5.64

8 .
98
42

8.42
♦ i;sa
* 1.54

18
14
10

*54
25*77
* *84 ■
#•
*87
19.08
1*61

4
192
4

1*54
2*98
*94

10
gf

2*85

19

5
142
12

*

According to the I960 Doited States Census Report
on population* the Second ferd has a total foreign-born
white population of 740 people*

fable VII gives the

complete breakdown as to the country of birth of the .
foreign-born whites in the .Second $&rd*
In

1950 the largest group of foreign-born whites

In the Second Ward were the Russians* with a population
of 193*

there were 140 foreign-born Italians and 933

foreign-born germane in the ward*

those with the neast

largest foreign-born group were the Danes with 63*
Poland claimed 40 people and Sweden was represented by
37 of their people*

the English and Welch amounted to

09 individuals in the Second &ard while Canada was re
presented by 00 people*

There were IS people who

claimed Caechosiovakia as their homeland and IS foreignborn from Ireland*

In this same year, I960, there were

14 Austrian a and 10 Hungarians in the Second Ward of
Omaha*

There were 10 individuals from Asia, 7 Mexicans\

6 Scots, 6 Horwegians, 5 Rumaniaae, 4 Lithuanians, and
4 people from Jugoslavia living In the Second Ward a©
of the I960 census*

To complete the list of foreign-

born living in the ward. Other Europeans than those
accounted for totaled 13 people; 19 were not reported*
in this chapter there has been an attempt to locate
the various settlements and die trie ta of the racial and
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nationality groups within the boundaries of the Second
Ward since XSXO*

Statistics used in the chapter have

teen taken from the United States Can mis Reports for
the City of Omaha*
It has teen shown that the Uegro population of the
ward has Increased from 110 in 10X0 to 10,192 in 1030*
fhe foreign-born population of the ward ha© declined
gradually from 3,.341 persons In 1910 to .745 persons la
1950*

With this decline, came the vanishing of the Old

World immigrant colonies*

today it would be extremely

difficult to recognise the old Irish, Italian, or Jewish
settlements la the ward that were so predominant in the
1920*a and *30 *s.

m

the economic status of the

immigrant Improved, he tended to migrate to tetter
residential sections; and there was a tendency for the
segregated areas to disappear and the. population to
become more widely scattered throughout the community*

CmVTEH
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EOO80I2XG STATUS
V The economic statue of the majority of those
living within the boundaries of the Second* Ward la
low*

There are many visual Indications of this,

several of which are dilapidated houses and poorly
dressed children.
the median income of the families and unrelated
Individuals^ in the Second lard is §2,242.

This figure,

compared with the median income of the total families
and unrelated individuals in Omaha, which Is §2,951,
H NS
reveals that those living in the Second Ward average
0700 less than the 1949 median for the

c i t y .

*2^

fable VIII on the following page was compiled from
the data released by the united states Census Bureau
and taken from the 1950 United States housing bulletin
for Omaha, and gives an indication of the Income of
those living in the Second Ward*
A total of 7,055 families and unrelated individuals
living in the Second Ward of Omaha reported on their
income for 1949 to the 1950 0* S. Census*

There were

1,795 families and unrelated Individuals in the Second

1*

Unrelated Individual refers to a person living alone,
or with persons all of whom are not related to him.

2.

United States Bureau of the Census, 1950 Census of
the Population* Bulletin P~B§0, pp* 7-S*'
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lard that m m

earning between. §0*090 and §0*999,

in

this .same year 776 families anti unrelated Individuals
were earning lass than §500,.

Two thousand one hundred

and twenty families and unrelated individuals lining in
the ward made b a t m e n §500 and #1*099,

A total of 1*045

ftoil lea and unrelated individuals earned between §3*000
and 13,999*
Table VIII
Income of TotaX^SSlXSo« and Unrelated
Individuals in 1940 for the Second lard of Omaha,
’SSSSS"'" rt:;''"!~mttK"
............
t s a s n ^ E " ^

^ ’SBSESTP^^
OhrclatedIndividuals
*
'PfBT 1 “

§600 to §090
§1*000 to #1*499

686
785

11*500 to §1,900
§2,000 to #8,499
§8,600 to 18,899

770
966
830

$3,000 to §3,499
13,500 to §3,990
§4,000 to §4,499

635
405
830

§5,000 to §5,999
§6,000 to #6,999
§7,000 to #9,999

195
85
70

#10,000 or more
Income, not .reported

10
..........

540

At this point in the wage scale the number of
families or Individuals, as the case may he, becomes
fewer as the wage increases*

There are only 560

families and unrelated Individuals of -the 7*055 who
reported on their Income from the Second Ward that
earned §4*000 and over*

There were 430 families and

40

individuals making between $4,000 and $4,999*

One

hundred and ninety<*fXva families and individuals made
between #0,000 and #8,999*

Bighty-five families and

unrelated individuals lining in the wand earned between.
#6,900 and #8,999*

4 total of seventy' families and

unrelated individuals made between $7,0QQ and #9,999
in 1949*

Of the 0,008 families and unrelated In*

dividual# reported on to, the I960' 0* s* census, ten.
earned

110,000

or more in 1949*

Five hundred .and'

fort? families and unrelated individuals did not
report a® to their t o r n in 1949*
Table IX gives an indication of the employment
statue of persons residing in the Second Ward of

Omaha to I960*
table m
Employment S'lSfui of Fersone
in the second Ward of Omaha la 1980
subject
~Wfl3fiBrEEoi
Employed
Private Wage and
Salary workers
Government workers
Self-employed Worker®
Unpaid Family workers

Total

Hal#

Female

vfasr~
7*666

sjxas

M*nrW0&$.§'
9,468

8,m
491
378
8
486

4,804
888
887
1
301

8,887
'180
91
7
IBS

There were 8,1X9 persona in the civilian labor
tmm

to the.second ward of Omaha in I960*

Of this

number, 6*SOB were male® and 8,618 were females*

the

employed persons'to the ward la I960 totaled 7,66Sf
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5*185 were males ®n& 2,483 were female©*

fhe unem

ployed persons in' the ward totaled 426, of which 301
were men and IBS were woman*

’The private wage and

salary workers amounted to 6*791 personst. 4*564 males
and 2*20? females*

There were 491 government workers

in the Second Ward of Omaha in I960*
were mess while 158 were women*

A total of 355

Self-employed workers

living its the ward in 1950 amounted to 378* 287 males
and 81 females*

7here were also one male and seven

females living in the ward, in I960 who were classified
as unpaid family workers*^
table

x

gives the major occupation groups living

in the Second lard of Omaha in 1959*
laMe 5
Major Occupation' oroups hiving in
the Second fs&rd of Omaha In 1980
total
Occupation Oroup■
K i e l eSr^oyed
^ T? *1S8
Professional* technical
and kindred workers
840
Iconagere* officials* and
282
kindred workers
Clerical and kindred workers
808
Sale© workers
868
Craftsmen* foremen and
kindred' workers
796
Operatives and kisdred
1*627
workers
447
Private household workers
Service workers* except
1*826
private household
laborers, except mine
809
159
Occupations .not reported.

3*

Kale
Female
‘ S ^ S S T " 2*4i3r
'

217

125

224
319
256

58
609
107

762

84

1*236
17 ■

381
480

1,134
800
120 ■

081
90
89

United States Bureau of the Census* X950 oen su a of
the Population, Bulletin P-840* pp* 325E5,
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I'-There, were 1*825 persons living to fcho Second ■Ward
of Omaha in 1950 that fcere employed as service worker©
of which 1,134 were mem and 891 were worsen* Operatives
NN %
and kindred workers residing in the ward totaled 1*627
in 1950; 1,236 of them were male .and 391 were female*
there were 999 laborers in the wards 900 were men and
09 -were women*

Clerical and kindred workers living la

the Second lard amounted to 828; of this number, 319
were male and 509 were female*

la 1950 there were 796

crafts men* foremen and kindred workers % 762 were men
and 54 were women*

there ware 447 persons living in

the ward that wore classified as private household
workers.; seventeen of which, were male and 450 were
female*

in 1950 the Second ward housed 563 sales

■workers* of this number* 266 were male and 107 ware
female*

Professional* technical and kindred workers

living in the ward aa of 1960 totaled 342; of this
number 2X7 were men and 125 were women*-

Inhere were

282 persons in the Second Ward classified as managers*
officials and proprietors; .224 were male and 58 were
female*

One hundred and fifty-nine persona did not

report as to their occupations in 1960* according to
the United States -Census Bureau*
3&ble XI which is on. the following page give©
the comparison of those individuals who were un
employed in the City of Omaha and the Second Ward
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in 1950*
Comparison of the Bhemployed Persons in
the Second Ward and Omaha is 1980

total
Employed Hale
Omaha
2,8-68
I7ISI
Second Sard ■
426
301

%

■W«S8
70.06

Female
%
“704 ■ 24*84.
128 29.34.

OP the a© individuals reporting as to their em»
ploymeat status in the 1950 0. 3* Census, 2,858 of them
were unemployed in the City of Omaha; 2,154 or 75*36
percent were male and 704 or 24*64 percent were female*
toe Second Ward of Omaha housed 426 unemployed persons
*
according to the 1960 bolted states Cenaue on population;
301 or 70.66 percent were men and 126 or 29.34 percent
were women*

aq illustrated in Table XI, there

m,m a

lower proportional percentage of unemployed males in the
Second Ward than in Omaha, and a higher proportional
percentage of unemployed females in the ward than In the
city*
Graph 4 on the following page may help the reader
in obtaining © better picture of unemployment in the
city and the Second Ward#
In the conclusion of this chapter, 'it might he well
to state that according to the United States Census
Bureau, the families and unrelated individuals residing
within the boundaries of the Second Ward of Omaha had a
median Income of £2,242 in 1049*

tola.figure is §709

i.\oo

1,^00

Moo

l.'boo

Vj'ioo

ltvoo

'loo

loo

Soo

■boo

»OQ

Ofnfv.HK
Graph 4.

Cflsap&rison of Unemployment la Omaha
and the Second ¥*ard in 1950

♦
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'less than the 1940 median for Omaha*

Th0 two largest

occupational group© from the wal'd In 1949 were service
workers and operatives#

Persona living in the ward

that could he referred to as white collar workers were
Pew#!
Of the 2,858 persons In the ranks of the unemployed
in 1950, a total of 420 or 14*91 pare ant earn© from the
Second Ward of Omaha*

c h a p te r i v

mvsim
The home is the locus of life and functions for
the basic institution* the family| it is consequently
of major importance in a study of human ecology.
Shelter has always been one of manls most serious prob
lems.

There is much evidence that poor and inadequate

housing has greatly hampered family life and may be one
of the roots of many of the problems of cities.
C The Seiorwl Ward of Omaha is, for the most part, a
section of old houses.

Much of the area consists of

apartments and houses that have been converted into two,
three, and even four family dwellings.

In 1951 there

were thirty-one large apartment buildings in the ward.^*
In 1950 there were 2 ,623 dwelling units in the Second
Ward that were owner occupied and 2,931 dwelling units
occupied by renters.

Forty dwelling units were for rent

or sale, and twenty-four were vacant and non-resident

Table XII consists of occupancy and tenure In the
Second Ward and Omaha in 1950.

1.

1951 City Directory.

2.

United States Bureau of the Census, 1950 Bousing
Census Report. Bulletin H-E136, pp. 9-X3.
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Table XXI
Oo c u p a n c y "and Tenure in the
Hecond bard and Omaha in 1950
Housing tor
the city:
1950
All dwelling units
Owner Occupied
henter occupied
Vacant
Other vacant and
non-resident
Housing for the
Second bard:
1950
All dwelling units
Owner occupied
Renter Occupied
Vacant
Other vacant and
non-resident

..

Humber

Percentage

w,wr
43,654
29,053
503

100*00
59*20
39*40
.70

531

.70

Humber

Percentage

5*,618
2,623
2,931
40

lOo.OO
47.00
52.00
•60

24

.40

Graph 5 shows the percentage comparison of occu
pancy and tenure in Omuha and the Second bard in I960*

$><Ec.oNia

Graph 5* Percentage or Owners and
Renters of Dwellings in Omaha and the Second
hard in 1950

#8
4 comparison of the city'statistics with the.- Second
Ward statistics shows that there is a greater percentage
of renter*! for the ward than for the city and a lower
k'
percentage of hocae owners in the ward than in the city*
/,
Seven-tenths of one, percentof a l l dwellings. in Omaha are
/

'<

\

1•

meant* while ai^-tenths of one percent of all dwellings
in the Second Ward are vacant*

Other vacant and non

resident dwellings' in Omaha comprise a total of seven*
tenths of one percent as compared with- four-tenths of
one percent for the Second Want*

fhere are fewer houses

per total dwellings vacant in the ward than in Omaha*
Again* using total dwellings for the city and the ward*
it is found that there are fewer vacant and non-resident
dwellings in the ward than for the city#
fable Kill which is on the following page was or
ganised by using the data released by the (Mited states
Census Bureau for the 1950 housing report for Omaha*
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fable XI12
Improper W m b l n g Facilities In
Omaha and the Second Ward in 1950
Omaha
JliJ, QW011ijQg U
n
dumber .reporting
Ho private bath or
; dilapidated
Ho running water or
dilapidated
..Condltioa not..raportad

Somber
/w /ui
71,179

i

Percentage
*»*»**
100*00

j

11,801
5,259
. 8,882

Second Ward.

16*50
4*58
,r . . _

Bomber

Humber reporting
Ho private bath or

dilapidated
Ho running water or
dilapidated
Condition not reported

Percentage

',l1m-'-u.i:..i|'W^.^t^,/,r

5,571

100*00

1,879

26*81

480
247

0*86

Of the 71,179 dwellings that were reported on in
Omaha, 11,801 or 16*88 percent had no private bath or
were in a dilapidated condition.

Of the 5,871 dwellings

reported on in the Second tort, 1,279 or 25*81 percent
had no private bath or were In a dilapidated condition*
T m percentage is 7*25 higher in the wart than the
percentage for the city.

ft seems there are fewer

private hatha per population or conditions are worse
in the wart than for the total Omaha dwellings as e m *
pared to the total, population of the city*

three

thousand two hundred dad fifty-nine dwellings out of
71,179 in Omaha have no running water or poor water
facilities*

The figure 3,858 represents 4*58 percent of

the total dwellings reported on.

The Second Ward h m

80

480 dwellings of the total &9&?1 reported on or 8*56
percent that lack conning water or have dilapidated
water facilities*

Again there is a higher percentage

of dwellings in the Second Sard fchatr lack running water
or are in a dilapidated condition than the percentage
for the City of Omaha*

The above figures tend to bring

out the fact that housing conditions in the Second Sard
pertaining specifically to hath room and water facilities
are below the average city figures for the same type of
plumbing facilities*

It was discovered by observation

that many of the dwellings in the ward are two or three
family units which have been converted from one family
dwellings*

The rooms have been altered^ but hath and

toilet facilities have remained the same; and a share*
the*batb plan has consequently resulted*

This may

possibly he one of the reasons that the percentage
of nonprivate bath conditions is somewhat higher for
the ward than the city figure*
Table XIV lafcaloh Is on the following page pertains
to the number of persons per room in the City of Omaha
as compared to the Second Ward in 1950*

The data was

obtained from the 1980 United States Census of Housing
bulletin*

L

,A4.¥
Persona Fer^BBoE In*"teaha and
the

S e c o n d Ward: I n 1 9 5 0
Humbar

Omaha
S T 'SSsXIIhg u n i t a
m m m r reporting
1*60 or less persons
per room
3U 8 1 o r m o r e p e r s o n s
per room

" *7 3 , 7 4 1
70,724

Second ward
JIinSS©!EI.ISg a d i t s T
Humber reporting
1*50 o r less persona
per room
1*61 or more persons
per room
Of the

Percentage
"
100,00

6 8 ,1 9 8

96*40

2,526

. 5*80
Percentage

Humber
■x5 t6 l §
5,353

*W4*iWr
100,00

5,105

95,37
4 *8 3

z m

TO,724 dwelling units

o n the n u m b e r of p e r s o n a p e r room*

in Omaha that reported

6 8 * 1 9 0 o r 9 6 * 4 0 per-*

c e n t h a d 1.*80 o r f e w e r p e r s o n s p e r r o o m l a e a c h d w e l l i n g *
fbe

statistics f o r t he S e c o n d W a r d o f O m a h a s h o w t h a t o f

the 5 , 3 5 3 d w e l l i n g s r e p o r t e d o n * 5 * 1 0 5 o r 9 5 * 3 7 p e r c e n t
o f these d w e l l i n g s h a d 1 * 6 0 o r f e w e r persons p e r room*

according to t h e I960 c e n s u s r e p o r t s * 2*626 d w e l l i n g s
or 3*60 percent of all dwelling

units i n t he o i t f h a d

1 * 5 1 o r m o r e p e r s o n s p e r ro o m *

O f the 6 * 3 5 3 d w e l l i n g

units i n t h e Second W a r d t h a t w a r e r e p o r t e d o n i n t h e
i960

census* 2 4 8 -or 4.*® p e r c e n t o f th e occupied u n i t e

had 1*51 o r m o r e persons per room*

1?fee S e c o n d W a r d h a d

a h i gher average percentage of more persons per room than

—t
t h e -average f o r t h e C i t y o f O m a h a * —2s
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Table XV refer® to the race of occupants of the
dwellings in the City of Omaha and the ward in 1950*
The material

aas

obtained from the United States Census

;5ureau bulletin on population for 1950*
Table XV
ftace of Occupants of Dwellings
in Omaha and the fecond Ward in 1950
Omaha
All dwelling units
Occupied Dwelling units
yhite
iNonwhite

dumber
73,741
72,707
68,569

fecond hard
All dweiring units
Occupied dwelling units

Siuisfeer

,*hite
,onwhite

4*338
“

F.'BIff

5,554
2,882
2,872

Percentage
100.00
94.00
6.00
Percentage
100.00
51.70
48.30

Graph 6 pertains to the number white and nonwhite
occupants of dwellings in the city and the ward in 1950*
mmaw

OfAlWA

S £ t Q M D \s>P,«.©

Graph 6* . Hace of Occupants of Iwellings in Omaha and
the fecond hard In 1950

Of the 72,707 occupied dwelling units

in the

city of

Omaha, 68,369 or 94 percent -of them were occupied by whites.
Honwhlfeee occupied 4,538 or bXk percent of all occupied
dwelling unite in Omaha*

la the Second iVard of Omaha,

2,882 or 51*70 percent of the 8,554 occupied dwelling units
were occupied fey whites.

Honwhites occupied 2,672 or 48.30

percent of the- total number of occupied dwelling unite in
the ward,

These figures compared with the total city

statistic© show drastic difference© in white and nonwhite
occupied dwellings*

Nearly one-half of all occupied

dwelling unita in the Second Ward of Omaha had nontfhlte
occupante; in other words, almost half of the dwelling
units that are in the Second Ward are occupied fey ffegroes,
iexieans, Asiatics and others of the nonwhite classic
floatIon.
For the most part, it can fee stated that the Second
Ward of Omaha is an area of poor housing.

Ttm southern

■section of the' ward is an area of old houses and dilapi
dated conditions while the northern area of the ward
contains newer and hotter maintained dwellings*

Burgess

ferns conceited the idea that many cities assume a pattern
of concentric isones, each with specific distinguishing
characteristics*^

The inner

m no,

according to Burgees,

la “the central business district*11 This inner

8*

zom

B* ®* Burgess and R* B* Park, The. City, p* 81*

is

primarily an area of retail trade, light jsanufaetaring,
and commercialized recreation,

fhe son© surrounding the

central business district has been classified by Burgess
as "the area of transit lea*1,1 .although it is la the direct
path of business and Industrial eatpans loa It Is unlike
the busIness district,

fhe sens of transition la heavily

populated by the lower income classes, Old World Immigrants,
and socially disorganised individuals such as criminals*
prostitutes, etc*

Burgees has designated the third son©

as "the ©one of workingmen *a homes,"

which Is somewhat

tetter than the area of transition and populated largely
by workers whose economic status permits them to enjoy
many of the comforts the city may have to offer*

It caii-

not te clearly distinguished as an area of tenement houses,
apartments, or single family dwellings*

Immediately beyond

the working class son© is "the cone of middle class dwellers.*
M e

area la mainly populated by professional people, small

business owners, clerical forces, etc.
this area have large l a m s and gardens,*

3?he dwellings of
On the outer edge

of the city Is "the commuter's son©*11 Thts area Includes
suburbs and hamlets*

In this section the business man

lives In a good home and enjoya the atmosphere of rural
life*

fhe theory put forth by Burgess Is probably the

most widely accepted hypothesis of urban growth*

it is

considered by many students of sociology as the final

theory of urban ecology*

Whoa taken in a broad sense,

it appears to be validated both by general observation
and scientific investigation.

One is well aware of the

central business district and the deteriorated area near
the timer m o m # but a more detailed study of Omaha in
dicates that the arrangement is possibly overs iinpXIfloated*

Many areas In the city do not easily fail Into

this pattern.*
If one does follow this pattern of concentric sones
put forth by Burgess, It could tm said that the Second
Ward of Omaha is * combination of the none of transition
and the con© of workingmen %

hemes*

the southern section

ef the ward is-primarily an area of lower income classes
and immigrants while the northern section of the ward is
populated by working men who have provided their family
with some of the luxuries of urban life*.
fhere seems to be no uniformity as to the specific
location and chap© of ffegro districts in urban society*
But, according to Crist and Halbert ;
ha m general rule, negroes tend to concentrate
in low-rent areas, commonly in the slums of the city,
partly because most of them cannot afford to pay
high rents* Usually,, though not always, the largest
negro district Is In the so-called areas of deteri
oration adjacent to the central business section*
lh some cities with large nonwhit© population, the
colored residents tend to be centrally located,
commonly in the oldest sections abandoned by the
whites*^

4.

Hoel F* Gist and L. A. Halbert, Urban Society, p. 140*

m

The above quoted paragraph certainly eeems bo hold
true for Omaha♦

5*he largest Negro area In Omaha* which is

located In the Second Ward, is a district of deteriorated
housing and one of the oldest sections of the city,

it is

located directly northeast of the central business district
of Omaha*

01st and Halbert further states

**that a crude

index of the quality of housing is the percentage of homes
having running water*

In a sample survey of veterans®

housing In 1946, conducted by the Bousing and Some Finance
*

Agency and Bureau of the Census* It was disclosed that a
much higher percentage of white than of Hegro homes had
n a m i n g water*
Omaha*

This again holds true for the City of

If one would check the 1900 block statistics for

Omaha housing which was made by the census bureau* he
would find that census tracts eleven and twelve, which are
almost solely populated by Negroes, have a rather high per
centage of dwellings which have no running water or faulty
plumbing facilities*^

Of the 2,273 occupied dwelling unite

that were reported on in census tracts eleven and twelve,
272 or 11*9? percent of the dwellings had no running water
or dilapidated water conditions*

Although this may not

seem to be a startling figure to some, it does lead to the
possibility that the individuals living in these circum
stances are surrounded by unsanitary and improper conditions*

S.

Soel F* 01st and L* a . Halbert, Urban Society* p* 475*

6*

United states Bureau of Census, I9S0 Housing Census
Report, Bulletin H-E136, pp* 10-11 .

m

At the present time there are tee hems leg projects
located in the Second W r d or Omaha*

Th© third housing

project la Omaha* which was built and is still owned by
the federal government and which is leased to an operated
by the Housing Authority of the City of Omaha* is known
as the Logan Font one lie Somes Addition*

It is located

immediately north of and adjacent to the original Logan
Fontone II© Homes*

This addition has been in operation

since January Id* 1041* and consists of 272 units*

7

In

the summer of 1050* construction of an additional project
was begun by the Housing Authority of the City of Omaha
on the old circus grounds at Spencer and Wirt Streets*
Just east of thirtieth street,
175 units*^

this site consists of

The maximum annual family income permitted

for admission to the projects ranges from £1*800 to £2*520*
depending upon the else of the family*

The average annual

income of all families living in the projects in Omaha in
1950^1951 was £1*858*

The average rent charged by the

Authority of all tenants In the projects* including heat
and all utilities Is £20*01*
These housing projects* which are located in the
Second 'Ward* are* without a doubt* the most modern looking
buildings in the area*

HO family is admitted unless they

7*

Twelfth Annual He port* Housing Authority of the City
of Omaha* Nebraska* July 1* 1950~**June 30* 1051* p« 4*

5*

Ibid* * p* 1*

88

are living la sub~etandard housing^ or entirely without
housing, or* a member of the family Is a vets ran of
v;orld w&r I or Sorld War IX*

Some of the other re*

quirsments for admission to the Omaha Housing Projects
ares

the responsible head of the family moot he a

eXtlmn of the Suited States, with the exception of
families of servicemen* families of veterans who have
not been dishonorably discharged, and families of ser
vicemen who died la the armed forces of the United Statea
within four years prior to the date of application for
admission.

The investigation of each family applying

for admission seeks also to determine its moral charac*
ter and its ability to live harmoniously in close
proximity to others in a community housing project*
to conclusion, the report states;
The cold* hard facts and figures demonstrate
without question that there are m a y families In
our community who require housing assistance, and
that the Omaha Housing Authority Is fulfilling its
objective of providing adequate homes for them at
rents within their means.
Even in this period of relative prosperity
and inflation, we have seen that the average
income of a family in the projects is barely
k150.QG per month* The average family consists
of about four persons# the average Income of
the new families admitted during the year was
only about itoO*O0 per month* What other evi*
dance is necessary to be convinced that these
people cannot possibly afford, and cannot possi*
bly have, decent m o d e m homes for their families,
and a healthful environment In which to raise
their children, If they are left to find private
♦

m

homes ah prevailing rents* ana that the Housing
Authority of the City of Omaha is actually making
Its facilities available to those low income
families who are most in need of public housing*
And there Is no simpler way to show that the
mission of the Housing Authority of providing ado**
qpwte homes at low rents* is being fulfilled than
to consider the average of
per month which
the project tenants pay for rent* heat* and ufclll*
ties* and everyone knows that they do have ade
quate, modern f sanitary* and comfortable aeeomo*
datIons--place® they can really call their
homes*
Mobility
Sorokin has defined social mobility as "the
transition of an Individual or social object or value
from one social position to a n o t h e r * S u l l e n g e r has
further enlarged on the Interpretation by stating!
Intra-urban mobility pertains to movement of
people within an individual city* there are three
kinds of mobility* Horizontal mobility refers to
movement of people from one residence to another
and implies a degree of permanence* it is some
times referred to as physical* geographical* or
ecological mobility* Vortical mobility is the
movement of the social status of an Individual
to a higher or lower social standing or position*
It is psychological In nature* Vertical mobility
is frequently associated with horizontal mobility*
As an individual ascends or descenda in social
status a change in residence may follow* Ttm
trend type'of mobility has very little social
significance* It Is called fluidity or the move
ment of Individuals from place to place temporarily

9*

twelfth Annual Report# Housing Authority of the
City of Omaha# Nebraska# July 1# 1950— June 30#
1951# p* 13*

10* P* A# Sorokin# Social mobility* p* 133*

such as commuting to and from the place of
irnrkm^
/{
■
'fofl^ontal mobility or the m o m m & m t of people
ij • fJ
fropione residence to another will fee discussed in

fab|^:XVI gives an Indication of the mobility
rate In/the Second Sard*
r
gable XVI
Mobility in the second Eard in 1950
Subject
Population oi Second
Eard Cone year and
over)
Same house as in 1949
Another residence,
same county
Different county or
abroad
Sot reported

flumber

Percentage

19,369
16,410

100*90
84*35

1,789

9*19

690
480

3*62
2*94

In 1950 there were 19,360 people one year old and
over living within the boundary of the Second Card of
Omaha.

Of these 19,360 individuals, 16,410 or 34*25

percent of them lived in the same house as in 1949*
A total of 1,780 people In the Second Ward in I960 had
lived at another residence in 1949 but had been located
within Douglas County I or 9*19 percent of the ward popu
lation had moved from another residence within the
county to a dwelling situated in the Second Eard*

fhere

were 890 persons or 3*68 percent of the total population

11*

gtebraeka, Erltera Project, viorks Project Adminis
tration, Iotra-urbart Mobility in Omaha, p.* 3*

61

living to the ward to 195G that had lived to a
different county or had moved to from a foreign
country the previous year*

there m e a total of

480 people or 2*04 percent living in the Second &ard
whose residence was not reported*^
the combined percentages of those individuals one
year and over living to the Second iffard of Omaha to
1950* hut to a different dwelling to 1949, totaled
12*01 percent*
percent*

the mobility rate- to 1957 was 7*50

to 1928 the mobility rate was 8*00

percent

*1$

Since 1928 the mobility rate to the ward has more than
doubled*

This may be due to the steady deterioration

and slow but sure ecological change from a working**
man#s sons to a cone of transition*

Burgess claims

the high rate of mobility to the cone of transition
is due to the fact that most foreign Immigrants and
migrants settle in this cone*3-4
In this chapter, statistics from the United
states Census Reports for Omaha have been used to
point out the condition of housing.in the Second Sard
to comparison to the city*

It has been shown that

much of the housing in the ward is substandard*

12*
13*
14*

Ohited States Bureau of Census, 1950 Census of
Population, Bulletin P**D40, pp* 7*8*"
Nebraska writers Project, op* elt*, p* 4*
ffoel F* 01st and to &* halbert, ffrfran Society,
p* 99*

These deteriorated conditions were found to he mere
numerous In the Segro district, hut many whites are
also occupying housing units which are considered
below average*

The public housing projects have

possibly eliminated a good deal of the more dilapi
dated homes in the area, and consequently Improved
the standards of housing for the entire community* j[

Bmc&mm
Society is by no means completely dependent on
its school system for the entire task of educating
the youth of the country, but the school system Is
the agency formally chosen by society to perform
the chief and most systematic educational service*
toe school has the responsibility of giving a well
balanced training and instruction and helps in the
adjustment of the pupil for a better and more con
structive life,
toe first school to be established in the
northern part of Omaha, now referred to as the fecond
ward, was lake*® addition School*

It was located in

the same area at which It presently stands; Twentieth
and lake Streets*

It was built and put into service

in 1881 with Henry F, Rhodes as the first principal.
In 1884 another school was built at Sing Inow known
as Twenty-ninth) and Dscatur Streets*

It was named

King Street School and Ellss Sarah £* ICcGheane was
hired by the city as principal*
staff of ten teachers*

toe school had a

in this same year, 1884,

the principal of Lake School was replaced by illas
Stella 13* Champlin*

She and two other teachers com

prised the teaching staff of the school*

has within its boundaries at the
present time three public schools and four parochial
schools#

the public schools are lake* located at

Nineteenth and lake Streetsj long School* located at
Twenty-fifth and Franklin Streets; and Lothrop School
which is located at Twenfcy-seaend and lothrop Streets
The parochial schools are Sacred Heart High School*
located at Twenty-first and Binney Streets; Sacred
Heart Junior School* located at twenty ^second and
Binney Streets! St# Benedicts* which is located at
Twenty-fourth and Grant Streets; and Hop© Lutheran
School* situated at &V2Q Wirt Street.*"*”].
. iiap 4 gives the location of the shore mentioned
schools situated in the Second Ward*
The median for the years of school completed bypersona twe»ty~five yeara old and over is somewhat
W N ^
lower in the Second Ward than that for the City of
Omaha.

The Second Ward median Is 9.4 school years

completed while the city median for the number of
years of school completed is 11.4*^

The following

table* composed of figures obtained from the 1950
United States Census Report on Population* gives a
breakdown aa to the number of school years completed
by persons twenty-five years old and over living in
the Second Ward of Omaha.^

1.

1950 United States Census * Population Census
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Table XVIX
Years of School, Co^IetedT^y^Peraons Twenty-five
Years O M and Over hiving in the Second Ward of
Omaha in. 1950
Subject

number
of
Persons

Persons 05 years old "
and over
11*660
Ho school years
175
completed
Elementary: 1 to 4 yrs.
740
5 to 6 yrs. 1,130
7 years
085
8 years
8,6X0
High School; I to 3 yrs. 2,315
4 years
8,430
College;
1 to 3 yra*
505
4 yra* or
370
more
School years not
380
reported

Percentage

100.00
1*46
6*40
9.77
7*40
22.57
20.03
81.02
5.08
3.28
3.03

tto a twenty percent sample of the Second Ward
of Omaha taken by the Halted Statea Can sub Bureau
as to the number of school year© completed by the
persona twenty-five years old and over living in the
ward, it was found that 175 persons or 1*46 percent
of the 11,560 .persona ted completed no years of school*
Seven hundred and forty or 8*40 percent of persons
twenty-five years or older living in the ward ted com
pleted one to four years in the elementary grades;
1,150 or 9*7? percent of the persons living in the
ward had completed five to mim years of elementary
education*

Of the 11,560 persons twenty-five years

or older living In Ward Two in 1980 who had completed

eight years of* school totaled 2 #61G or & Z # W percent
of the total X1,660 persons within this age group*
According to the 'United States Census Bureau,
there were 11,860 persons twenty-five years old or
of w ^
older Hiring in Ward Two In I960* Of this figure,
2,318 persons or 20*03 percent had completed one to
three years of secondary education and 21*02 percent
or 2,430 persona twenty-fire years old and over had
completed four years of high school*

Of the 11,560

persons twenty-five years old and over living in the
Second Ward of Omaha, 585 or 5*00 percent had spent
one to three years in college, while 370 or 3*26
percent had spent four or more years at the college
education level*
Three hundred and fifty persons or 8*03 percent

iv ^

of the 11,560 persons residing in Ward Two of Omaha
in 1950 who were twenty-five years old and over were
not .reported, upon as to years of school' completed.*^
Table XVIII gives the number of pupils attending
the public and parochial schools in Ward Two of Omaha
as of January, 1955*
Table XVXX1
Enrollment of PublTH^and parochial Schools in Ward
TWO of Omaha in January, 1988
Tm SS
1
‘
*
— —~
long
Lothrop
Sacred Heart High School
Sacred Heart Junior School
St* Benedict#s School
Hope lutheran School

-

»5fHo
380
885
104
550
226
55
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\ lake School had an enrollment of 730 student©
In January of 1953,

Long School had the lowest

enrollment, 380 students, of any public school in
the Second Ward*

‘There were 838 students enrolled

at Lothrop School in January of 1933*

Sacred Heart

High School had 184 pupils registered in January,
1958, while the Sacred Heart Junior School carried
an enrollment of 850 students*

St* Benedicts *&

School had a total registration of B2B pupils*

Hope

Lutheran School had 53 students enrolled In January

of 1953.1
The above enrollment figures were given by the
principals, of each school*

Eellom School also

carries a partial enrollment of grade school pupils
who live in' the southern part of the ward, but since
*
it is technically located outside of the exact
political boundary of the Second Ward, it was not
included in this study*

fhe recreational dr extra-

eirrlcul&r activities carried on by the various
schools in the ward are covered in the recreation
chapter of this study*
For a more complete understanding as to the trend
of enrollment of the public schools in Ward Two of
Omaha the following graphs were cons true ted from school
population figures which were obtained from the Omaha
Board of Education*
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Graph 7*

Enrollment of lake School from 1922 to 1952

As can be seen by the above graph, the largest
number of pupils enrolled at Lake came during the period
of years from 1922 to 1950.

From 1952 until 1952 there

was a gradual decline in enrollment excluding the years
of 1936 and 1938; when enrollment again climbed to 900
and more*

In 1952 the enrollment reached 730 pupils.
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Graph 8.

bnrollment of Long School from 1920 to 1952

inc© 1922 the enrollment of pupila at Lon>: School
has, for the most part, declined from 1,010 in 1922 to
380 in 1952*

From 1924 to 1938 the enrollment of

pupil® at Lon£ School has risen and fallen fro, i a high
of 880 to a low of 470*

From 1940 to 1950 the number

‘/O^o

of pupils at Lon? has been rather static with a
variation of only ten students in this ten year
period*

In 1952 the enrollment at Long School

reached a new low of 580 students*
t|0«^0
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Graph 9*

Enrollment of Lothrop School
from 1922 to 1952

The highest enrollment at Lothrop School was
during the span of years from 1922 to 1950*

The
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largest amount of students* 1*030 enrolled at the
school was during 1924 and 1926.

From 1952 to 1944

the number of pupils enrolled at the school varied
in number by only ninety student#*

In 1946 the

amount of students at lothrop School was 760.

in

1948 the enrollment at the school reached a low of
660 pupils.

By I960 the number of pupils had climbed

to 8201 an increase of 170 students*

In 1952 the

enrollment was still raising and had reached the
number of 836*

Lothrop is the only public school

in the ward that has not dropped In enrollment In
the last several years*
Information was not obtained at the office of
the Superintendent of Schools at the Catholic
Diocesan Bureau as to the trend of enrollment of
pupils over a period of years at the Catholic schools*
but the figures shown in the following table were
obtained and show a comparison of boys and girls
enrolled at the three Catholic schools in. the ward*
fable XIX
Humber of Boys and'llirXa Enrolled In the Three
Catholic Schoola In Ward Two of Omaha as of
January* 1953
School '
Sacred' SearS
High School
Sacred Heart
Junior School
St* Benedict*a
School

Total
Enroll*
meat

Boys.

JS

Cirl©

%

'

104

43

41*35

61

68*66

350

167

47*71

183

62*28

226

105

45*57

123

54.42

*xhQ data shorn* %n table XIX brings out the fact
that In each Catholic school located with!a the
boundary of the Second &ard of' Omaha there la &
higher percentage of girls enrolled than boys*

Sacred

.Heart High School has a total enrollment o f '104 pupils,;
forty-three or 41*35 percent are boys while sixty-one
or 58*65 percent are girls*

Sacred Heart Junior School

has an enrollment of 550 grade school pupils*

One

hundred and sixty-seven or 47*71 percent of the total
students at Sacred Heart Junior school are boys and
183 or 52 *23 percent of the total enrollment are
girls*

St* Benedict*s School has an enrollment of

828 pupils; 108

0?

45*87 percent of the total number

of students are boys while 54*48 percent of the
aggregate enrollment are girls*

Hope Lutheran School has a total enrollment of
fifth-three pupils*
range in age from

fhe students attending the school

six to fourteen

years of age*

In this chapter It was shown, with the use of
United States census data, that the median number of
years of school completed by residents of the Second
&&rd of Omaha who were twenty-five years old and o % r
was 9*4 years*

This figure

compared with the city

median of 11*4 years of school completed seems to
indicate that those residing in the ward have fewer
years of education than the average city dweller*-
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there are three public schools and £ m m parochial
schools which are located within the legal boundaries

ot the Second Ward,

as can be witnessed by Graphs 7,

B# and 9* there has been a slight trend in the last
thirty years toward a lower enrollment in the public
schools situated in the ward.

CHAPTER VI

RBLZGIQB
Holigion may or may not play an important part
in our present day complex aoolety.

there are many

who feel w e.©an get along without religion, but they
are forgetting the value of religious experience.*
It is felt more keenly by some individuals than
others and It also seem® the need may he greater at
one time than at another*
-urban life is great*

the strain in our modern

loneliness, worry, mental

conflicts, all are indications of unsatisfactory
adjustment of our emotional life to the demands of
culture*

As Oghuro and Hlmkoff put its

**Zf

religion brings peace to the soul, eases the almost
intolerable strain, provides a helpful philosophy
for the good way of life, or arouses us to a nobler
aim of accomplishment, then it is apparent that
there is a great need for religion.
The first church built within the present
boundary limits of the Second Ward of Omaha was the
Seward Street Methodist Church*

The year was 1385,

and the first minister of the church -was Beverend
<r
n *m c
0* 1* bridge* LToday the Second Ward of Omaha ha®
within Its botmdarlde, thirty^thraa religious

l . m

William Ogbura and

Hlmkoff, Sociology^

?e

Institution*#
varied*

The do nominal ion a a m numerous and

The following list of churches in Table

3X* ta&en in part from toe 1951 city directory and
the. directory -of Omaha churches prepared by toe
Omaha Council of Churches* gives the reader an idea
of the many varieties of churches in t o e ward,
together with their memberships.

Due to the length

of toe table* it will he found on toe following page.

Table XX

Denomination and Membership of Churches
:in the Second lard of Omaha
la 1953

Church

Membersh

Mb* Moriah Baptist
P a m d l m BaptistPleasant Green Baptist
Progressive Baptist
Salem Baptist
Sion Baptist

500

BBS
TOO
30
745
1,200

Church of the hiving God

45

Sacred Heart Catholic
St* Benedict Catholic

2#I50
750

Horth Side Christian

403

Church of God

30

Church of God in Christ
Church of God in Chrlst^paith Temple

IS
60

Hope Evangelical hath© ran

85

Evangelical United Bret h e m

100

African Methodist Spiscopai*Bethal
African Methodist Epi«copal«St* John1©
St* Philips Episcopal.

225
890
280

Clair Methodist
Cleave Temple Methodist
Trlnty Methodist

387
300
331

north Presbyterian
Bethany Presbyterian
Hillside Proabyterlan

540
35
162

Seventh Bay Adventl'et^Bharon

(not recorded}

Christ1® Temple Church
32
Immanuel Community Church
60
Jehovah Witnesses
'800
Bogan Fontenella Mission
(not recorded!
Mt* Calvary Community Church
40
Reorganised Church of Cod
10
Tabernacle Church of toriat Holiness
Inot regarded)
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^The largest religious group found Xn tee ward
waa the Baorsd Heart parish with 2.,130 members*
Sion Baptist Church listed a total of 1,800 members*
St* J©hn#s African He the a 1st Church had SiO members
as of February* 1953*

The St* Benedict parish had a

total of 750 persona*

Salem Ba.ptIat Church had a

membership of 745 people, while Pleasant Green Baptist
carried a total of 700 members*

North Presbyterian

had 540 persons In their congregation, with Mt* Moriah
Baptist second to them with a total membership of 500
persona*

Horning Star Baptist had 445 people cm their

church roster, while Horthalde Christian had 403 memhers*

Clair Methodist had a total of 387 persons in

the congregations. Trinity Methodist listed 531 members?
and Cleave Temple Methodist had 300 persons registered
as members of the congregation*
The St* Philips Episcopal Church carried a mem
bership of 850 persons, while both FaradIsa Baptist
and Bethel African Methodist Episcopal had a total
congregation of 225 parsons*

The Jehovah Witnesses

religious group had 000 members*

Hillside Pres

byterian had 16&' members in the congregation*

The

Evangelical United. Brethern Church had 100 members,
while the Hope Evangelical Lutheran Church had 85
persons comprising its membership*

loth the Faith

X m m m m X Community Church toad sixty members %m their
The Church
persons on Its
Church toed
&

total membership of thirty-five

Church and Church of

Temple Church had
Church of Cad in Christ tad
the

ft

two members;
members; and
ten members in, <

Mission, and the Tabernacle Church of Christ Holiness^
tout leaders of the churches or members could not toe
found*
Hap 5 gives the location of the churches which
are in Ward Two*
& survey was made of each of the previously
mentioned churches in the ward and a standard list
or schedule was used in obtaining Information*

The

material presented was obtained through the helpful
ness of the pastor© or leader© of the churches.
y
. N IV S
LTtoe activities of the churches in Ward Two are
quite varied and seem to cover an adequate
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educational and recreational program.

It is also

time that several of the churches in the ward hare
Inadequate buildings and physical equipment^ hut as
a leader of, one of the small frame church buildings
said, u$m donft have the best church facilities* but
we are thankful for what we have and the congregation*
though small* has a wonderful record for diligent
church attendance.

1

know the people must be happy

with what we have or they would transfer their
memberships* *
An attempt was made to classify some of the
major activities or functions of the religious
institutions in the ward*

The data were obtained

through the cooperation of the leaders or ministers
of the churches*

The schedule used to collect this

data included questions m

to the number of members-

of the church* and if the activities of the church
included any of the following;

a church service*

Sunday School* choir* young peoples organisation*
women's missionary* young men's and young women's
organisations* lectures* general social events* and
concerts*
Table XXI helps to give the reader an idea of
the program of the churches in Ward Two of Omaha*
The table will be found on the following page*

'
si
Activities Carried ,m hy tie Churches in-'the

Second Ward of Omaha as of January, 1958
i
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Churches

• :Morning 'Star
Mt»- Moriah
Paradise
Pleasant Green
Progressive
.SalemBlon

J
Qtf
x- .X. x
X
£■' ■ X
X
:X X
at X X
X X
m
X X
X
X
X X

X
x

X
X

X
X
X
at

X

X

X

x
X ■

X

X

X.
X
x ■
X
X
X

Church of the
Living Ood

X

Catholic
■Beared Heart
St* Benedicts

X
X

north Side
Christian

X

X

X

X

X

Church of 0o£

X

X

X

*

*
■
J•
5*
.

Church of.Cod
in Christ
Church, of Cod
in Christ

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

United Brethren
'KvangeXl&al ' X

.X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

*
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to
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o 3
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8*
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X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x.

f

Bpisdopal
African lath*
African Math*
St* Philips

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
x

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Methodist
Olalr
Cleave temple

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X:

m

Presbyterian
‘ north
Bethany
..Hillside

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

'' Sharon 7th M y
Adventist*
(not recorded)
\ . ’;
Christas temple X
Immanuel ■Com#
X X
X
Jehovah litiaesaeax
\•
Logan Pontenelle (not recorded)
Ht* Calvary. Com* n
X X
Heorgan!zed Church
Of God •'*
X
tahernacle- Church
of Christ
. Holiness
n(m>t 1'@003pded)

X.

at

x■

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

m

X

X
X

■■'x

X

X

X

%

X
X
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Every church which was contacted and listed in
Table XXX and located in the second Ward of Omaha had
a gospel or church service*

Only five churches were

found that did not have a Sunday School program, but
these five religious groups held services which both
children and adults attended together and Bible lessons
are studied as part of their gospel service*
twenty-five churches had choirs*

Many had both

an adult and junior choir and some had developed
special choral groups such as quartettes* sextettes
and the like*
Twenty-one churches included young people #s
organisations as part of their religious functions*
These youth leagues usually meet on Sunday evening
for discussions and recreational activities*

Twenty-

one churches in Ward Two had a womenfa missionary group*
The group meets at the church or at one of the members*
homes on a week day*

It was found that these women’s

missionary groups were organised as a social group
and helped in special types of affairs sponsored by
the church and community*
Slneteea churches in the ward sponsored young
men*B and young womenfs groups; such as young business
girls* groups and young married couples * groups*
Fifteen churches bring in speakers who lecture on

84

various topics which have great Internet to the
congregation.

these guest speakers include leaders

lm the eotmaunity- and authorities on topics such as
hatter racial conditions* historical subjects* and
travel ©■xperianees*

Seven churches in the ward

sponsored special musical and choral concerts.

Most

or these concerts are put on by members of the con
gregation*

Seventeen churches have general social

event® such a® suppers# bakery sales and church
carnivals*
These types of church activities which have been
described In this chapter undoubtedly help to bring
the congregation closer together and form a more
mature church group*

$

CHAPTER ¥11
BEOBBaTIOH
a

part to society it

bow

seem® to occupy a more,complete

and accepted position in the life of human beings-*
la a relief from the daily routine of life*

It

The need

for recreation has been seen by many' business groups
and consequently, for private gain* it is more com
mercialized at the present time than ever before*

la

year® gone by the majority of recreational need® were
met and accomplished by the home and family.

Today It

would be difficult to locate any type of leisure—time
activity which did not have some commercial aspect to
it*

Even in activities involving no admission charges

or membership fees,, equipment may be- purchased from
enterprises which are strictly commercial in character*
The various type® of recreation and leisure-time
activities discussed in this chapter have been classi
fied as to either commercialised or organised community
recreation#

Since the machine age has reached a climax in our
present day life, the shorter working

has arrived

not only for those at the top of the business or

but alm

for the masses of laborers*

This brings up

the question* where and how do these individuals spend
their leisure time?

t

According to Bogardus:

When the workman semes from the barren
industrial grind of the day’s work* where is he
invited most loudly to turn* if not to a great
variety of amusement Institutions in which the
meledramable and overexciting presentations stand
out foremost? For several decades the leisure of
the people in the United States has been capital*
ised by private enterprise to the extent of
billions of dollars* The play impulses of people
have been used not to increase the total welfare
or to build up personality but to make money*
Cheap seaside resorts have sprung up over night*
vying with one another, it has been observed*
In enticing patrons thither by patriotic or
salacious posters and advertisements* and in
furnishing them with new sensations* The regular
frequenters of such places of amusements a r e 'get—
ting so much excitement for a small outlay of money
that they find the attractions irresistible**V
*1 «*■'*
At the present time there are three theatres

located within the boundaries of the Second Ward of
Omaha.

One, which -is located near Sixteenth and Corby

Streets is patronised solely by whites*

toother movie ■

theater situated at Twenty-fourth and Lothrop Streets
has both a Begro and white clientele*

This situation

of mixed racial patronage has taken place within the
last two years; since the Uegro families have been
slowly moving In a northern direction around Twentyfourth Street and have enveloped the area north and

1*

Emory S. Bogardua, Sociology, Third Edition*
pp. 220-221*

west of this theatre, it is only natural for them
to spend part of their leisure time at this near-by
plate of entertainment*

The Rite movie house is

located near Twenty-fourth and Blonds Streets*

It

is in the heart of the Kegro district and con
sequently is patronised solely by the Hegro*

Bash

of these three theatres in the ward use second run
films, and hare an inexpensive admission rate*

There

seemed to te no doubt that the best night# in
reference to crowd capacity, is Saturday, as is
probably the case in most commercial recreation
establishments that are open for business through
the week*
8.&&S»rt f

Omaha haa at tha p ^ e a * * * . .

fifteen eating establishments which are classified as
srestaurants*

This does not Include taverns, clubs and

the like, which may serve sandwiches or food as a
aid© line | but only businesses selling meals as a.
regular means of income*

Eleven of these restaurants

cater primarily to Ilegro trade, while four of the
restaurants situated in the ward depend solely on
white trade to stay in business* ^
Hap 6 shows the location of restaurants in the
Second Ward*
r ^
*
IV'VS
L There are twenty-one beer taverns in the Second
Ward, all of which sell both beer and liquor*

Some

of these taverns also serve sandwiches and several
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have email dance floor#*

Those taverns which have

dancing accomodate their patrons by having small
orchestra# on certain nights of the week; the rest
of the time the music is furnished by a nJukebox* or
a self^operating automatic record player*

Of the

tweaty~one licensed beer taverns in the ward, fourteen
cater to white trade and seven are located within the
Hegro district*"!
Map 7 gives the location of the twenty-one beer
taverns in the ward.
^ There are three billiard parlors located within
the boundaries of the Second Ward*

One of these

relies solely upon white trade while two are located
in the Hegro district, and cater to iJegro trade.^
U&p 8 gives the location of the billiard parlors
and previously mentioned theatres in Siard Two*
Our present complex urban society has a vast
divereif led interest when it comes to he eking and
meeting recreational needs*

The larger cities present

such a numerous array of voluntary associations that
it is practically impossible to catalog all of them.
Some of the major types, however, can be classified
according to the general character of their functions.
Three of these general classifications, which will be
discussed la this chapter are, clubs, fraternal or*
ganlsations and vocational or labor organisations.
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-As of September* 1952* there were five clubs to
the Second Ward of Omaha*

One of these clubs to a

businessmen*a club* one is a club promoted and
sponsored by dining car waiters! one is sponsored by
hotel waiters and porters! and two are social or
ganisations and sponsored solely for recreational
purposes*
N (M %
toe Second Ward of Omaha ha© within its boundaries,
two assocfabtona which can be classified aa fraternal
orders*

One is an American legion Post, and the other

is Benevolent and Protective Order of Biks*

Thera are

also two associations to the ward that are basically
labor organisations, but do serve recreational pur
pose© at numerous times*

One of the groups is a

brotherhood of sleeping car porters, while the other
is a dining oar waiters* union*

Both are comprised

of llegro membership*
There is one ballroom located to the heart of the
negro district to the Second Hard*

It to primarily

run for the -entertainment, of the negro population*

toe

majority of the dance bands that have played at this
establishment are nationally prominent and the members
of these bands are recognised as some of the leading
nj&zz* musicians in the country*

East of the members

of these orchestras are flegro, but some of the musical
group© are comprised of both whites and negroes*

At

tlsusts* white patrons i m q m m t the ball room to listen
mm I dance to the ©or© prominent °swing bands0, but
the- majority of the patroaiwizig clientele* as stated
previously, is negro* "}
Organised Community Bo creation
there baa been* through the years* a trend toward
increased popularity of &cmmm£t$ recreation in the
United States*

Gist and Halbert support this fact by

stating:
In 1040 the number of employed recreational
leaders in eoseuxnitlee reporting to the Hat-lonal
Recreation Association was 41*180* or about four
times as many as in 1020* this does not include
approximately 86*000 volunteer leaders* Outdoor
playgrounds under leadership Increased from
about 8*008 1a 1912 to 11,689 in 1948, and re
creational buildings and centers from about 188
in 1918 to 8,883 in 1948* Comparable trends
occurred In other fields of community recreation*^
Organised community recreation in Omaha takes the
form of many activities*

B a m of these are parks, play-

grounds, swimming pools, recreational centers* boy and
girl scenting, social settlements end the like*
t the S s e o & Ward of Omaha is definitely lacking In
city owned parka and playground facilities*

£0r* Ralph

EcGIintook* Superintendent of Parks and Recreation for

1*

ftoel J?* Gist and X* A* Halbert, Grban &
p» 442*

due to the lack of vacant land is the Second lard
area that the city may purchase *

t

fher® has beau and

still i» a good recreational program for the children
living in the ward that ia sponsored by the city
recreation department*

In the summer there la a

supervised playground at Twenty-fourth and Corby*

The

recreational leaders guide and instruct the children
in various types of crafts and organise and supervise
competitive games*

There is also a colored center at

Twenty**third and Charles Streets*
Probably one of the most m o d e m and up to date
recreation centers In the city Is located at Twenty*
fourth and Paul Streets In KelXom School*

The land

Is jointly owned by the public schools and the
recreation department*

One of the popular summer

recreational activities is the outdoor swimming pool
which.is frequented by both whites eyed negroes; an
excellent way in breaking down racial barriers and
prejudices*

Other activities at the Keliom School

recreational center include handicraft classes, ping
pong, ee~a4 gym classes for older persons, basket ball
classes and other important recreational activities*
although Kellom School, as stated In the education
chapter of this study. Is technically outside the Second
tt&rd boundary limits by one or two blocks there are a

NMS
good deal of children. lining in tbs Second Ward that
participate in the activities of.the center* ^3
^Tafcle XXII lists the various types and number
of community recreational groups in the ward that were
active in 1950*
fable XXII
Organised Qommm'Stf ■Recreational Groups
in the Second Ward In 1950
Types of Organisations
n"r "y * m * c . I*
Y* W* 0* A*
Christ Child Center
Boy Scout Troops
Cub Scout 3Dens
Girl Boout Troops--Senior
Girl Scout Troops— Intermod iato
Brownie Groups

Somber In Ward
1
1
1
3
0
1
7
8

The Hear Northe Ida Y* .E* G* A*, located at twenty*
second and Grant Streets*, has a member chip of 500 boys
and 80 men*

It Is primarily composed of Hegro members

and is directed by Ur* John Butler*

The major aetlvi*

ties which are carried on at the Rear Horthslde
Y* M+ C* A* -include a 'boys and girls orchestra* craft
classes* clubs* boding* wrestling* movies* and basket
ball*

Although the building lacks in facilities for

aquatic sports* the boys may go to the Central
Y* II* 0* A* for swimming privileges*
The. Eorthslde Y* ®. C* A* located directly across
from the Hear Rorthside Y* II* C* A* has a membership
of 18? Junior Y-Teen girls# and this organisation is

m

eomposed of seventh and eighth grade girls, and 180
ywu&g women '.seventeen years old and over*

The North*

side IV w* €* a.* is located in a reconverted house,
and consequently is not large enough ■to have a gym*
naslum; it does, however, have several cluhrooms and

the activities carried on in the building include
cooking classes, games* sewing classes and dances#.
There is one co-ed group composed of college students,

one Junior Hostess group made up of unmarried girls
eighteen years old end over, this group sponsors
parties and dances for servicemen*

There, is also one

group composed of young mothers with pre-school
children!, this group meets once a week while a
supervisor cares for the children in another part of

the building*
There is on© Christ O h ! M Center located on
Eighteenth Street hetween' Cfcra-ce and Clark Streets*
The Center la organised for children and teenagers*.
The building has a small gymnasium, game rooms, and
a small room for homing and wrestling
;^ap 9 shows the location, of the above mentioned
recreational centers in the word*
The Boy Scouta have three troops located in the
Second ?*&rd*

For the most part, these troops, hold

meetings in a specific church or school in the area
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and activities are numerous and varied*

The Onb Scouts,

a junior branch of the Boy Scouts, have two dens or
organized groups in the ward*

The Cub Scout program

eonaiate of activities geared, to the age- level of the
members and helps to introduce the jonng boys to the
higher level of scouting*

The troops are located at

St* Benedict*a School, St* John*a Church, and long School*
There is one senior Girl Scout troop in the Second
Ward*

It Is located in the neighborhood of St* Benedictfa

School*

There are seven latemediate troops in the ward

and b %3l Brownie groups*

Two of the Girl Scout inter*

mediate troops are located in the vicinity of St*
Benedict®s| one is situated la the neighborhood of
Sacred Heart Junior School,; and four are In the Lothrop
School area*

Two of the Brownie groups are in the St .

Benedict district, while four are located in the
vicinity of Lothrop School*

The troops, aa a rule,

meet in the homes of the members, but they are
clustered In neighborhoods around the- schools*

J*ap 10 gives the location of the various Boy
and Girl Scout troops in the ward*
In this chapter there has been an attempt to describe
some of the ways in which the people of the ward spend
their leisure time in search of both commercial and non*

commercial recreation*
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social* mmmmizAtim
Juvenile delinquency, if not curbed in the
preliminary stages, may be the first step toward a
life of crime *

neither Juvenile delinquency nor

adult crime can logically be traced to any on© cause*
Many studies have been made by sociologists and
others interested in the causes of crime and such
things as bad companions, poor housing conditions,
lack of good parental management , dearth of good
recreational opportunities in the neighborhood* and
poverty have been brought forth in the final analysis
aa possible reasons for delinquency*

It should be

stated* however, that the notion that there la a
direct, inevitable link between crime and the above
mentioned causations is thought to be reinforced by
criminal statistlea; this holds true for those arrested
for delinquency and crime* but many delinquent actions
are adjusted to prevent official law enforcement#

It

may be possible that social position and wealth pro
vide a certain degree of immunity against arrest*
In contrast with the above mentioned theories
which attempt to formulate universal explanations of
criminal behavior, many scholars have Insisted that
crime is a product of a large number and great variety
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of factors ana that these factors earmot worn ana

perhaps cannot ever he organised into general
propositions which have no exceptional they insist
that no scientific theory,of criminal causation is
possible#3*
fhis chapter will deal with types of crime and
arrests in the Second Ward of Omaha and in the city*■
Onuses or reasons will not be dealt with primarily*
there will also be an attempt to cover other phases
of social pathologies within the community*
Juvenile Delinquency
the Juvenile Bureau was organised to help the
young offender in time of need*

Many times it la

necessary to send acme of the consistent delinquents
to detention hemes or in extreme cases* they are sent
to the state reform schools*

the bureau handles all

juvenile cases up to the age of eighteen,

the youngest

female listed as living in the ward in I960 who was
handled by juvenile authorities in a delinquent action
was a nine year old child who was reported for causing
neighborhood disturbances*

One nine year old boy

living In the Second Ward was apprehended for postal
theft*

1.

Edwin H* Sutherland* principles, of Criminology*
P* 56.

xm

}

to one juvenile authority in Omaha*
juvenile delinquency has been on the decline in the
last several years*
!/

i

It was also stated that

juvenile delinquency in the areas surrounding the

jtr

Industrial and business districts is decreasing and
seems to be spreading out and becoming more dense
toward the outer fringes of the city*
fable 1XIXI and Graph 10 were compiled from all
cases in which juvenile officers were contacted in

fable XXIXX
Juvenile Cas'es’T n W m S e oood
and the City of Omaha in 1952

^TSft©"r
Kegro
Other

Second
Ward

Csnaha

Base

rin n lfii*rr ITTTt

^

257
41

...........

Percentage of
Cases in the
Second Ward

124 ’
9

62*32
21*05

Of the 740 white juvenile cases which were
handled by the Juvenile authorities in Omaha in 1952*
*

a total of 3lxty~three or 6*51 percent were located
within the Second Ward*

Negro delinquents eompriaed

237 of the oases in 1952 in the eibyj of this number*
124 or 52+32 percent lived in the ward*

Mexicans*

Indiana* and others accounted for for&y^oae of the
city*a delinquencies in 19521 of this number nine
or 21* 95 percent were living within the area of the
Second Ward*
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Graph 10 gives a visual picture of the data
presented in Table XXIII concerning the comparison
of juvenile oases in the City of Omaha and the
Second Uard in reference to whites, Negroes, and
other races which wtre recorded i i 1952.
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Graph 10. Juvenile Cases in Omaha and
the Second iard in 1952
OMAHA. «3fc<U>»0r>
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& total of X,G16 juvenile cases were recorded
by the authorities for the City of Omaha in 1952*
The Second Ward had an accumulated total of 196 or
19*25 percent of the case# within its boundaries*
Of these 196 cases in the Second Ward, 51 or 26.02
percent were females and 145 or ¥5*88 percent ware
males.
.Map 11 gives the location of the juveniles
picked up In 1950 for delinquent conduct*
Adult Crime
The adult crime rats for the second Ward of
:
0maha is one of the highest in the city*

Research

studies of criminal behavior have shown that
criminal behavior Is associated in greater or less
degree with the social and personal pathologies,
such as poverty, bad housing, slum residence lack
of recreational facilities and other traits and
conditions*^

Statistical records also show that in

proportion to adult population Hegroee are arrested,
convicted, and committed to prisons approximate Xy
three times as frequently as white persons*^

If we

use these propositions as a measuring stick for

0*

Edwin HU Sutherland, Principles of Criminology*
P* 3.

3*

Ibid* * p, 120*
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crime* it is understandable why the Second Ward baa
a crime rat# exceeding the city average *

as

it was

pointed cut in proceeding chapters# the residents of
the Second lard of Omaha hare an average income which
is lower than the city figure*

Poor housing condition#

are also prevalent in the ward# and' there is also a
'lack of good recreational facilities*

If we also

assume that the negro is arrested for crimes In a
larger proportion than whites# it may help in explain
ing the higher crime rate since over fifty-one percent
of the Second Ward1a population is Negro.
Inspector Harry Green# head of the Omaha Detective
Bureau# claims that about ^ninety-five percent of all
the knifings and shootings in Omaha are In the northside Negro district*®

She Negro area alone has two

police cruiser cars plus a patrolman mho. walks the
district around North Twenty-fourth Street*
Of the eleven murders committed in Omaha In 1963#
Inspector Green said# to the best of his recollection#
ten of the murders were either committed within the
boundaries of the Second Ward or committed by in
dividuals who resided In the ward*

Chief of Omaha

Police# Henry Season# states that crimes against
persons are far more prevalent in the Second Ward than
crimes against property*
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The following table was compiled from the Omaha
Police files and aids In comparing the City of Omaha
with the Second &ard of Omaha.
Table 3QCIV
Comparison of Types of Crime Committed
in Omaha and the Second *»ard in 19on
Type of
Crime
Criminal
Homicide
Rape
Robbery
Burglary
.......

Omaha
11
4
81
804
2.341

Second
iiard
7
3
14
77
129

Percentage of
Crimes Committed
in the »ard
63.76
75.00
17.28
9.58
5*51

Graph 11 may illustrate the above data more clearly.

Graph 11. Comparison of Types of Crime Committed
In the Second &ard and Omaha In 1952
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The 8tat6»sal0 of both Boasen and 0reen certain!
seam to hold time
tables

00 000

be witnessed by the above

Crimes against person aueh as homicide and

rape are prevalent in the ward*

Of the eleven mur

ders that were committed la Omaha in 1952, a total
of seven or 63*76 percent of all homicides in the
city were committed within the boundaries of the
Second Ward*

In 1962 there were four rape cases In

Omaha; of thi© number* two were actually committed
in the Second lari and one was committed outside of
the ward* but the woman involved was either picked
up or forced into the car within the Second lard..*
-A total of eighty-one robberies were perpetrated in
Omaha in 1952; of this number* fourteen or 17*28
percent of ail robberies in the city were committed .
in lard Two*

Burglaries in the city totaled 804 in

1982j the Second lard had seventy-seven or 0*88 per
cent of these burglaries committed within its
boundaries.

By far the moat prevalent type of crime

commit ted In the City of Omaha in 1952 was larceny*
The crime# that fail into this category include car
stripping* stealing articles from automobiles* shop
lifting, purse snatching* etc*

A total of 2*341

larcenies were committed in Omaha in 1252; of this
number* only 129 or 6*51 percent were actually

109
committed lit lard I5*** of Omaha*.

:
Ihe maps on the

following pages pin point the location of the
various types of crimes that wore committed in the
Second Ward of Omaha in 1952*
Map 12 shows the location of homicides and
rape s in Ward two in 1952.

lap 15 shews the

location of robberies in the ward in 1952.

Map

14 gives the' location of targlarlaa* and Map 15
shows the location of larcenies In the ward in the
m m m year*

11Xeg1timacy
If one would pin point each illegitimate birth
in Omaha that was recorded by the bounty Health
Department for the fiscal, year of July 1# 1951. to
June 50, 1952# he would find that the area of the
Second Ward mas the highest in this phase of social
disorganisation*
Of the 599 births registered as illegitimate
in Douglas County* ninety-si# or 24.05 percent of
the unmarried mothers were residents of the Second
Ward,

fhe majority of the mothers in the ward were

Hegro and lived In the district referred to as the
Hear Northside.

It should be stated that the rate

of illegitimacy was not abnormally high in the
Second Ward in comparison to the density of population
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area for the fiscal yean of 1951 wan also, in the
district known as the Second l&rd*
Tb® data used for this type or abnormal social
phenomena were obtained from the Department or
Health, Bureau of Vital Statistics*

Hap 16, which

will he found on the proceeding page, shows the
location of illegitimacies in the Second &ard»
Divorce
Diverse* as Elliott and Merrill states:

*!«

the final and legal denouncement' of family die*'
integration*®^'

According to the Department of

Health, Bureau of Vital Static tics •divorce records,
the number of divorces in Omaha over the past
several years have been approximately the same with
no trends being set*

fhere was no specific district

in the city which could be found that could be
classified as heavy areas of divorce*

For the most

part, the divorces occurring In Omaha in 19§B were
widely scattered with only fifty-one being located
in I1h
h,f*?
TfLT*i*f«l
£A
V* «
*♦
Map 17 shows the location of residents in the

4m

Mabel Elliott and Francis Merrill, Social
X>iaorga nlsafcion* p* 7X2S*
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ward who were divorced in 1952*
Old Ag© Assistance
3*h©re is possibly no situation'that contributes
so much to loss of self-respect as economic insecurity
during old age*

In many instances the husband or

wife is dead, the children neglect or refuse to aid,
and the old friends are gone.
and Merrills

IFo quote from Billott

0*£he frustrated desire for security,

the loss of status, the isolation from former con
tacts may bring out serious emotional maladjustment*

If not actual disorganisation* ^
Public assistance to those who cannot support
themselves because they are too old is a FederalState responsibility.

Shder the Social Security Act*

both the Federal and State governments share in paying
for public assistance and in seeing that it is properly
administered.
According to the Douglas Country Assistance
Bureau* there were 3,24? individuals in the county
receiving assistance in December, 1032*

Of this

total number, 403 were situated in the Second Ward.
Assistance cases have been found to be more
numerous In the areas of deterioration or old

5*

Mabel Elliott and Francis Merrill, Social
Disorganisation, p. 430.

sectIona of the city and where population is more
dense*

ftoy become fewer and fewer as one more©

farther toward the northern and western fringes of
the city*

Hear the southern part of the city, in

the older sections of South Omaha, old age as
sistance cases again become more prevalent and then
diminish near the southern outskirts of the City of
Osaha*
Of the 463 aged persons who received aas1stance
in the Second Ward, 3S7 or approximately 71 percent
were located In the southern part of the district*
Map IS shows the approximate area where the large
majority of old age assistance cases were found*
Social disorganisation can be caused by any
disturbance of the economic and social balance of
the community*

This chapter was limited to such

types of situations as Juvenile and adult delinquency,
illegitimacy, divorce and old age assistance.
fhsre has been an attempt to bring forth au
thoritative statistics to compare the Second Ward
with the City of Omaha In various phases of social
di sorganlsation*
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CHAPTER IX
B0B1IIBSS in tu b BEomm m m
An ecological study would not fee complete without
a glimpse at the retail or manufacturing businesses
within the area of study*

The area designated as the

Second $ard has within its boundaries practically
every type of business imaginable that exists in an
entire city*

There is no plausable reason why the

Second Ward could not survive in Its present state
as a separate* self-governing community*
The tables in this chapter include, as complete
as possible, every professional., personal, manu
facturing, trade and public service which is located
in the Second Ward of Omaha from 1951 to the present
time*

These figures and types of establishmenta

were obtained and checked through the use of the
1951 City Directory, The World Herald Business guide,
r

the Telephone Directory, and observation on the part
of the investigator*
Types of services located in the Second Ward are
varied and numerous*

Table XX? on the following page

serves as an illustration of the number and kinds of
services which are located In the Second Ward of
Omaha*

table XXV
Various Types at Service Establishments
Located In the Second ward in 1950
Number of
Establishments
in Ward Two

Type of Service
^ TSSuiahc© Service
auto. Body Repairing Service
auto farts service
Auto Radiator Repair Service

4*5.
&

a

i

Beer and Ale Bistre* Service
Bicycle Repair Service
Boiler Repair Service
Delivery Service

a

Furniture Repair Service
Oarages ~ Auto Repair Service
Lawn Maintenance Service
Lawn Sower Repair Service

i
9
i
i

Locksmiths
Oil Burner Service
Plumbing Service
Printing service

3
1
5
6

Radio and T* V* Service
Rubbish Removal Service
Gasoline stations
Taxicab Companies

i
i

i

d1
1?
3

Trailer Rental
Upholsterers
molding service

1
3
1

One of the most numerous types of businesses in
the Second $ard is the filling stationseventeen of them located in the area.

There are
Sine garages

and six various types of auto repair shops complete
the list of automotive service establishments.

There

are six printing companies in the ward and five
plumbing establishments*

Radio and T* V* service

shops are located in four various places in the area
of study.

Three taxicab companies have their

headquarters in the Second Ward; two of these com*
panic a cater almost exclusively to Begro trade*
There are .two upholsterers and one furniture repair
shop in the ward.

Two boiler repair shops and one

oil burner service establishment have locations in
this district as well as two locksmiths*

One lawn

maintenance service and one lawn mower repair shop
are also situated in the Second Ward*. One ambulance.
service establishment, one beer distributor, one
bicycle repair shop, one rubbish removal service, one
trailer rental lot and one welding shop complete the
service establishments located in the Second ward as
of September, 1950*
There are twenty**one manufacturing and in*
dust rial companies in the Second Ward*

For the most

part, they are clustered in the southern and eastern
sections of the ward*

The larger of these production

plants are in the eastern part of the Second Ward
because of the accessibility to the railroad that runs
through that section of the district*

The following

table lists the number and type of industrial or
manufacturing establishments that are situated In
the Second Ward.
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Table XXVI
Industrial sniT^iaHufEotnrlfig Concerns
In the Second Ward In 1952
'
“'Mnd of business
auto Farts and Supplies
Bags--burlap and cotton
Boxes {wooden)
Breweries

number
.*

-

,

1
1
1

Chemicals
P a m Machinery and Supplies
Flour Mill Machinery
Flour Hillers

1
2
1

Foundries
01ftware
Ice
Sheet Metal Works

2

1
1
4

Steel Works
Trailers {tank type)
Venetian Blinds and Shades

3
1
1

I

By far the largest manufao turing plants In the
Second ward §*$ the throe steel works, the two
foundries, the on© flour mill, and the one brewery*
All seven of these ©atabliahmsnta are located east
of Sixteenth Street near the railroad yards*

There

is one auto part manufacturer, one bag company that
makes burlap and cotton bags, one box company, and
one chemical plant in the ward*

One firm manufactures

farm machinery, one produces flour mill machinery, and
one constructs tank trailers, such as those used by
gas and oil companies*

There is one Ice plant in the

area and four sheet metal companies*

There Is a small

glftware manufacturer and one small company that coa~
atrueis Venetian blinds and shades, completing the

list of manufacturing in the Second Ward*
The map on the following page shows the seven
largest manufacturing plants In the ward which, a©
previously stated, are si tuated east of Sixteenth
Street near the railroad, yards*
There are twelve businesses la the Second Ward'
that earn he classified ■to the building group category*
They include aueh establishments as construction firms,
contractors*'etc*

fable XXVII H a t s the number and

type of business establishments that specialise in
building*
Table XXVII
Humber and Type® oflutScess Specialising
la Gilding and Construction in the Second Ward
Type of Business
. isSesEoS froSuots
Building Materials
Cabinet Makers
Contractor (General)
Contractor {Electric)
Contractor (Insulation)
Hoofing, aiding, guttering, etc*
Stone

Bnmber
0
11
3
2
1
1

There are three electrical contractors, two
Insulation contractors, and one general contractor
that have business establishment© located la the
Second lard*

Two companies deal with building ma

terials In general, while one company specialise©
in roofing, aiding, ©to*; one fire sella asbestos
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products for pipes* heating systems* etc., and one
stone company that specialises In cement* Crick and
Clock stones completes the list of building suppliers*
fable XXVII1 give© the number and types of ©tores
that cater not only to the Individual living in the
ward, but possibly to those who reside in other parts
of the city.
fable XXVIII
Humber and 5yp5'r©f Retail
Stores in the Second Ward
type of Store
Bakery Shops
™
Beer Tavern©
Church Supplies and Religious
articles
Delicatessens

Humber
... r

-

, . r , ,,

El
I
3

Drug Stores
Dry Goods stores
Florist Shops
Fumaco (Heating) Shop

20
3
E
E

Grocery Stores
Hardware Stores
Hobby Shop
Ice Cream Shops

39
3
1
6

Liquor Stores
'
ft&at Markets
Office Ecp lpment and Supplies
f;
£uaie store

'7

a

i
i

Piano Shop
Plastic and Paint Shop
Poultry Shops
Shoe store©

i
i
5
1

Sundries
Tobacco Shop
yewelry Store
Variety Store

1
1
1
1
1

Women1** Apparel Shop

r-

x m

Betstlers or vendors or supplies for daily tase#
each as groceries* meats, drugs* newspapers* beverages,
dry goods* and hardware are scattered throughout the
Second Sard of Omaha.*

As of September* 1952, there

were M S business establishment a in the district that
could be classified as retailer**
fh© most numerous types of retail businesses in
the Second l&ard of Omaha are the grocery stores*

there

are thirty* nine of them situated throughout the area*
A great number of taverns are also located in the ward;
the count as of September, 1952 was 21*

The next

largest number of retail businesses in the Second Ward
are the,ten drug stores*

There are seven liquor stores,

six ice cream shops, five poultry shops, four bakeries,
three dry goods ©tores, and three hardware stores
operating in the district#

Two meat markets and two

furnace shops along with one church supply store, one
hobby shop, one office equipment store, one music shop
and one piano ©tore also hare locations within the
ward boundary*

There is one shoe store, one eundrie

store, one variety ©tore, m m tobacco shop, one Jewelry
©tore, and one woman fs apparel shop also situated In
the Second Hard*
There are twenty*two businesses in the ward that
deal in one or two specific products*
work on a sell, buy or trade basis*

They may also
These businesses

consist of electric appliances* furniture, Pooka* etc*
The following table gives the reader an idea of the
various dealers in the Second Ward*
fable 3QCIX
Various Typos of Dealers in the
Second Ward of Omaha
Type of Dealer
S olo m o i S i l e

l3^leim»-®eS

Book Dealers
Electric Appliance Dealers
Feed Dealers

lumber
4
1
3
1

Furniture Dealers
Glass Dealers
Grain Dealers
Junk Dealers

8
1
1
£

Poultry Dealera «-Who1eaa le ra

1

There are eight furniture dealers in the Second
Ward that do business on sell* buy or trade basis*
Four used.car dealers are located In the district
as well as three electric appliance dealers and two
junk dealers*

There is one book dealer* one feed

dealer* one glass dealer* one grain dealer, and one
poultry dealer also situated in the Second Ward*
Service occupations are probably the most numerous
of all types of employment in the urban community*

This

is not only true for the entire city* but also true in
the various parts of the city*

The Second Ward of

Omaha has within its limits twenty-four professional
service occupations*

&aay in the service occupations

work as Individuals.

This is especially true of many

w ®

professionals*

The doctors, dentists, lawyers, ©to*,

in the Second Ward, for the moat part, practice alone
or In small partnerships*

The following table gives

the number and type of professional services which
are located in the Second Ward*
Table X3PC
Type and Humber of Professional Services
located in the Second lard of Omaha in 1952
Type of Service
'aMerneyo
Actioneer
Architect
Dentists

-

«"■

Humber
r,rm r1"""
....
1
1
d
2
1
6
3

Funeral Erectors
Insurance Agency
Physicians and Surgeons
Real Estate Firms

Each of the six attorneys that have locations in
the Second Ward are negro and practice especially for
negro clients*

The auctioneer works in cooperation

with a furniture auction store, but does work various
types of auction sales*

There is one arcbitechfcursX

first located in the Second Ward*

Four dentists have

offices within thp ward boundaries, as well as six
physicians.

Two funeral directors and one Insurance

agency also have establishments in the Second. Ward
completing the list of professional services offered
in the Second Ward as of September, 195B*
Th©re-nre^thirty-*aine persons 1 service establish*
menta such as barber shops, beauty shops, laundries.

photograph studios* etc*

The following table i© a

list of the types and number of personal services
offered in the Second Ward,*
Humber' and T y p e ' W Personal Servlesa
Offered within the Second Ward In 1902
Type of Service
rSFber'"sSSp©
Beauty Shops
Cleaning Establishments
House and Window cleaning Co*

m

"

Humber of
Satabllshmenta
" .J 7
^ rrtnw'
9
13
Z

laundries (including on# self- service)
Photograph© ra
Cleaner© (rug© and carpet©)
Shoe Ghinlng Parlor©

3
1
1
2

Tailor©

1

Seven barber shops and nine beauty ©hops are
situated within the boundaries of the Second Ward*
There are, also thirteen dry ©leaning shops* three
laundries* one of which 1© a self-service shop* two
house and window cleaning companies* and one rug
cleaning establishment in the ward*

Two shoe shining

parlors* one tailor* and one photographer complete
the list of personal service establishments located
in the Second Ward of Omaha*
There is one motor freight company and one motor
freight t er m i n a l located within the area designated as
the Second Ward of Omaha * there were also four moving
companies*

One large oil transportation company is

m

located ixi the eastern section of the ward in the
same area as two oil producing and refining companies*
One railroad system runs through this same section of
the ward* and has many side tracks which p v m id©
service for most of the large businesses in the
eastern section of the Second v&rd*
One loan company* one savings company* and one
mortgage loan company are located in the Kegro district
of the Second terd*

Three newspapers are published

in the «&rd| probably the most recognised is the
Omaha Star* a Hegro publication*

The Omaha Star has.

a wide circulation* and has subscribers in several
states#

There are also two hotels located in the

negro section of the ward* and are patronised solely
by legroes*
The ward has a total of fourteen eating establish**
meats within its area*

Ten of these restaurants cater

predominantly to Hegro trade and are located in the
Negro district*
There is an accumulative total of 336 businesses
which were operating in the Second Ward as of September
30* 10SE*

This figure includes small owner-operated

stores as well as large industrial plants*

The types

and figures as to businesses cited in this chapter are
not given as an Illustration as to the quantity of
business establishments in the ward itself* but rather

to point out to the reader the extreme variation of
huaineaeea existing within the ward boundary#

CHAPTER
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3UHKARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1*

The present boundary line of the Second Ward

of Omaha eomMnaea at the Iowa -Nebraska boundary line
and runs west along Charles Street to Thirtieth Street*
then.ee north on thirtieth Street to Bristol. Street*
from there it runs east on Bristol Street to Twentyfourth Street* thence south on Twenty-fourth Street
to Lothrop Street*

At this point the line runs east

to the lowa-Hehraska boundary* .and follows this
boundary line in a southeast direction to the place
of its beginning on Charles Street*
2*

in 1878 there were only six business firms

In the area, now known as the Second Ward •
3*

Probably the largest catastrophe or dis

organising factor in the history of the Second Ward
was the unexpected tornado of larch 23* 1913*

It

resulted in the destruction of a major portion of the
ward and a loss of many lives*
4*.

The population of Ward Two of Omaha has.

grown from 11*724 In 1910 to 10*882 in 1980*

This

was an increase of 8*158 persons*
5*

From 1910 to 1950 there has been a slow but

steady decline in the number of males living in the
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ward while the female population during this cam®
period of years has Increased*
6*

The segro population of the Second Ward of

>tf

percent of the total ward population*
7*

The foreign-born population In the Second
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individual® living in the Second Ward in 1949 t o ®
$2,242,. while the city median, to a #3,953. in the m m m
JB&Wm

9*

In 1950 the Second Ward housed 8,1X2 persons

who were In the civilian labor force#

This figure

included 5,5Q2 males and 3,610 female®.
10*

the two largest occupational groups Xlvlng

in the ward In 1950 were the service workers and
operatives* and kindred workers*

The smallest occu

pational group that lived In the ward in 1950 was
the managers,, official® and kindred workers*
11*

Of the 2,058 persons living In Omaha who were

unemployed In 1950, a total of 426 of the individuals
were residing in the Second Ward*
12.

Of the 426 persons who lived in the ward in

1050 and were seeking employment, 301 were males and
125 war© females*

/'s

13*. In 1950 there were 2,523 dwelling units in
the Second 'ftard that were owner occupied and 2,931
dwelling units occupied by renters*,
14*

The percentage is 7.23 percent higher pro

portionally in the ward than in the city in reference
to no private bath or dilapidated conditions as of
1950*
15.

In 1950 the Second Ward had a higher pro

portional percentage (3*98) of dwellings without
running water or dilapidated water conditions than
the City of Omaha.
16#

Of the 5,554 dwelling units in the Second

Ward, 2*882 are occupied by whites and 2,672 are
occupied by Negroes.
17*

As of January, 1953, the Second Ward had

three public and four parochial schools within Its
boundaries»
18*

In 1950 the median for the number of years

of school completed by persons living in the ward who
were twenty-five years old and over was nine and fourtenths years*

The city median for this same datum

was eleven and four-tenths years*
19.

Community recreational activities in the ward

that are sponsored by the city include a supervised
summer playground and a recreational center.

Although

the Eellorn Eecreational Center is technically outside
of the warC boundary by several blocks, many of the
resident a of the ward,, both children and adults,
participate in the activities of this m o d e m center#
20.

the Second Ward houses a ¥# M. 0* A* ,

Y. W* 0. A.» a Ohrlat Child Center, three Boy Scout
troops,, two Sub Scout dens, one senior Qlrl Scout
troop, seven Intermediate Oirl Scout troops, and six
Brownie groups#
21.

Of the 740 white Juvenile cases that were

handled by Juvenile authorities la 1252, a total of
sixty«»three- were in the Second Ward#
22#

There were 257 Negro juvenile cases that were

handled by authorities in 1052; of this number, 124
were from the Second Ward.
25#

In 1952 there were 1,018 Juvenile cases

handled by authorities; a total of 196 were In the
ward#
24#

Of the eleven murders In Omaha in 1052, seven

were committed in the Second Ward#
25#

Of the four rapes committed in Omaha in 1952,

three were commit ted in the ward.

(Two were actually

committed within the ward, and in one case the girl
was forced into the car in the Second Ward and driven
to East Omaha#}
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28.

In 1952 there were elghty*oz&& robberies to.

Omahai fourteen were In the ward*
27.

Shore were 80# burglaries la Omaha in. 1952

with sevenby^seven being committed in the ward*
There- were 2,541 larcenies In Omaha in this same year
with a total ot 129 recorded as being in. the ward.
28.

There was a total or sixty-seven business©a

which could he classified -as service establishments
located in Ward Two in 1-952.
29.

The ward had within its boundaries in 1958,

fcwea£y~0 ne manufacturing and industrial companies*
50.

There were twelve establishments in the ward

in 1952 that specialised in building .and construction*
31*

In 1258 there was a total of 108 business

establishments in the ward that could be classified
as retailers.
32.

its of February, 1955, there were thirty*

three religious denominations in the Second Ward.
The largest number of members was found to b© to a
Catholic parish, totaling 2,150 persona.

The smallest

church membership was found to be ten people*
Conclusions
The population of the Second Ward of Omaha has*
Increased by 8,158 persons in the last forty years*

im

to this same forty .year period the population ha©
.gained 3,693'males and 4*865 female©.

%

1950 over

half the population of the ward was Negro*

They have

/

increased In population by 9*844 sine# 1910*

This

successful"invasion by the Hegro has been made less
difficult in this area of the city than in other factions
for various .reasons*

The Second Ward of Omaha is one

1

of the older sections of the city, and consequently a
i/
blighted district*

Rent is lower in this area than

other parts of Omaha* and housing conditions are sub
standard*

Whites tend to abandon these areas, and

since the Negroes cannot generally afford to pay high
rents, they tend to settle in these areas of deterio-;
ration*

Even though the Negroes account for 61.07

percent of the total population of Ward Two, they only
occupy 48*30 percent of all dwellings in the ward*
This congested situation has made the proportional
percentage' as to persona per room higher in the wart,
than for the city*.

This fact, plus the large number

of dwellings In the wart that have either Impaired
water conditions or lack private baths, undoubtedly
cause numerous unwholesome conditions for many re
sidents of the Second Wart of Omaha*
The foreign-born living in Ward Two has decreased
from 12*34 percent of the total wart population in

im

1910 to 4*31 percent of the ward population in 1950*
This decrease may possibly be explained by ®or© strict
immigration laws and the European and World Ward
conflicts*
The average income of the families and single
Individuals who are residents of the Second ward of
Omaha is $709 less than the city median*

In 1950

there were 6*515 families and single Individuals In
the ward who reported on their 1940 income to the
United States Census Bureau; of this number, 1,195 or
only about eighteen percent of those reporting earned
more than £3,500 In 1949*
the three major occupational groups living In
the ward were the operatives (machine, vehicle, etc*).,
service, workers and laborers*

There were only 280

individuals 1n the ward that were classified as
managers, officials and kindred workers*

Of the total

2,858 unemployed persons living In Omaha in 1950, there
were 426 or about fifteen percent .residing la the Second
Ward,*
Mobility within the ward could possibly be Judged
by the large number of apartment and rooming houses
in the ward*

T i m m are thirty-on© large apartment

buildings In the area plus numerous rooming houses*
Renters occupy fifty-two percent of all dwelling unite

In the ward; this figure* compared with 39#40 percent
far the city* indicates the fact that there are fewer
heme owners, proportionally speaking* in the Second
f/ard than the Oity of Omaha* ’another indication of
mobility*

Of the 71*179 dwelling units In the city

that were reported on by the United States Census
Bureau for 1950, there was a total of 16*58 percent
with no private bath or in dilapidated condition;
while the ward had a percentage of <23*81 percent of
the 5*571 dwelling units reported on#

In other words*

the ward had a 7*23 percent higher proportional
figure than the city for this type of deficiency*

it

was also found that the ward had a 3*98 percent higher
proportional figure than the City of Omaha in reference
to no running water or deteriorated water conditions#
Of the 70,724 dwelling units in the 'city that were
reported on by the United states Census Bureau* 3*80
percent had 1.51 or more persons per room.

The ward

had 5*353 dwelling units within its boundaries that
reported on this same subject* and it was found that
4*65 percent of the total dwellings had 1.81 or more
persons per room*

From this finding* we could assume

that conditions are more crowded in the ward than
other parts of the city concerning dwelling units*
fhe public housing projects within the ward have gone

a long way in alleviating mm®h of these unwholesome
conditions, but there still are many blighted areas
in the wart which could he improved upon.
It was found that the median number of school
years completed by the average Second Ward resident;
who was twenty-five years old or over was nine and
four-tenths years.

This is two years less than the

average Omaha resident, has spent in school.

The

census bureau statistics revealed that in 1950 only
370 of the 11,560 persons living in the ward who were
twenty-five years old and over had completed four or
more years of college.
Ifearly twenty percent of all Juvenile cases in
which juvenile authorities were contacted in 1933 were
accounted for by children and teen-agers who lived in
Wart Taro*

Of the 337 cases involving Msgro youngsters,,

over fifty percent were residents of 1Sfcrt Two*

Eight

percent of all white cases were from the wart*
Adult crime, in particular crimes against persons,
are numerous in Ward Two*

Nearly si^ty-four percent

of ail criminal homicides committed in 1030 were in .
the ward, while seventy-five percent of all rapes were
within this same area*

Over Seventeen percent of all

robberies committed in Omaha in 1932 were accomplished
in the Second Wart*

According to police authorities
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nearly ninety-f ire percent of all cases Involving
either a knifing or shooting is oommited by a resident
of the Second Ward*

When one considers these high

crime rates in. comparison to the fact that the Second
Ward contains only 7*92 percent of the total city
population., it seems that the area is indeed a district
of delinquency and rice*

It m s

& j.o o

discovered that

in 1952 the ward housed over twenty-four percent of all
unmarried mothers in Bougies County*
Accumulating all these facta together, we arrive
at the conclusion that the Second Ward of Omaha, in
an over all picture, is 'an area consisting of indi
viduals with poorer housing, a. lower level of education,
a higher crime, illegitimacy, and old age assistance
rate, and leas community recreational, advantages than
other areas of the city*
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Schedule used to obtain data for churches in
Ward fw®#
Mama of Church
Reverend
Types of activities
Tea

Me

.

Church service
Sunday School

....
.

Hhotr

.

Young People *s Organization

...

Women fs Missionary

.

Young Women fs Organization
(Business, Metier®., etc*)____________^______

,

Young Menfs Organization
(Business, Deacons, etc*)
Lectures or Speakers
Concerts
(Type

)__

w___________ __

Parent and Childrens
Organization
General Social Events
(Bakery Sales, Carnivals,
Card Parties, etc*)
Marne of leader interviewed
Position in church of this
person (Pastor, Secretary,
etc* )

.

;.......... •....
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afferdxx b
Number of Juvenile Delinquents Residing in the
Seaend Ward of Omaha in 1958 and Types of Offenses
Types of Offenses
Aiding and A b e t t i n g
Armed Robbery
Assault and Battery
Attempted Rape
Auto Theft

Total
1
I
3
4
12

Male
1
1
3
4
12

Bank Theft
Breaking and Entering
Burglary
Car Prowling
Causing, Trouble

X
2
9
3
1

1
2
8
3
1

Concealed Weapons
Curfew Violation
Damaging Cars
Dice Playing
Disturbing Peace

1
4

1
4
I
4
12

Drinking
Fighting
Fire Works
Illegal Use of Gar
Indecent Conduct

.

1

4
12
3
2
1
5
1

1
2
1
5

Inve at igation
Joy Riding
larceny
left Home
Loitering

5
3
28
2

2
3
23

1

1

Mail Theft
neighborhood Disturbance
Out of Control
Pregnant
Purse Snatching

4
3
27
2
2

3

Receiver of Stolen Property
Re ekless Driving
Robbery from Person
Runaway
School Trouble

4
2
I
9
4

Shoplifting
Stealing Bicycle
Stealing Hub Caps
Traffic
Trespassing

2
3

Truancy
Vagrancy

1

2
8
13
9

Female

1

2

X
3
5
2
1
3
15
2

2
2
4
2
1

3
3

6

1

2
3
1
2
8
8

9

.
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